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THE RELATIVE MONOIDAL CENTER AND TENSOR PRODUCTS OF
MONOIDAL CATEGORIES
ROBERT LAUGWITZ
Abstract. This paper develops a theory of monoidal categories relative to a braided monoidal
category, called augmented monoidal categories. For such categories, balanced bimodules are defined
using the formalism of balanced functors. It is shown that there exists a monoidal structure on the
relative tensor product of two augmented monoidal categories which is Morita dual to a relative
version of the monoidal center.
In examples, a category of locally finite weight modules over a quantized enveloping algebra is
equivalent to the relative monoidal center of modules over its Borel part. A similar result holds
for small quantum groups, without restricting to locally finite weight modules. More generally,
for modules over bialgebras inside a braided monoidal category, the relative center is shown to be
equivalent to the category of Yetter–Drinfeld modules inside the braided category. If the braided
category is given by modules over a quasitriangular Hopf algebra, then the relative center corresponds
to modules over a braided version of the Drinfeld double (i.e., the double bosonization in the sense
of Majid) which are locally finite for the action of the dual.
1. Introduction
The subject of this paper is a categorical construction that gives modules over quantum groups
(both small and generic) in specific examples — the relative monoidal center ZBpCq. Here C is
what is called a B-augmented monoidal category in this paper, for B a braided monoidal category.
Further, categorical modules over the relative center are studied. The categorical Morita dual of
ZBpCq is shown to be the relative tensor product C B Cop.
1.1. Background. The Drinfeld double (or quantum double, [Dri86]) DrinpHq of a Hopf algebra
H is a fundamental construction in the field of quantum algebra. An important application is the
algebraic construction of classes of three-dimensional topological field theories (TFTs): For example,
Dijkgraaf–Witten and Reshetikhin–Turaev TFTs. In the former, the Drinfeld double of a finite
group appears [DPR90] and the latter is obtained by studying a quotient of a category of modules
over the quantum groups Uqpgq [RT91]. This quantum group can either be constructed as a quotient
of the Drinfeld double of its Borel Hopf subalgebra [Dri86], or using a version of the Drinfeld double
construction [Maj00,Maj99], called double bosonization or the braided Drinfeld double.
The center ZpCq of a monoidal category C [Maj91,JS91] provides a interpretation of the Drinfeld
double construction. It is a braided monoidal category equivalent to the endomorphism category of
the regular bimodule over C, i.e.
ZpCq  HomC–CpC, Cq,
cf. [EGNO15, Section 7.13]. A natural source of monoidal categories are module categories over
Hopf algebras H, C  H–Mod. For such categories, an equivalent description of the monoidal
center is given by the category HHYD of Yetter–Drinfeld modules (also called crossed modules) over
H, see e.g. [Mon93, Section 10.6].
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In the vision of Crane–Frenkel [CF94], it is suggested that algebras (and their representation
theory) should ultimately be replaced by categories (and their categorical modules) in order to
algebraically construct four-dimensional invariants of manifolds. Studying categorical modules over
monoidal categories can be seen as a step into this direction.
It was shown in [Ost03a,EGNO15] that categorical modules over the monoidal center ZpCq can
be constructed using categorical bimodules over C. In the case where C is a finite k-multitensor
category, this construction gives all categorical modules over ZpCq. This finiteness condition holds,
for example, for the category H–Modfd of finite-dimensional modules over a finite-dimensional
Hopf algebra H [EGNO15, Section 5.3]. Hence, all categorical modules over DrinpHq–Modfd are
described through this construction.
1.2. Quantum Groups and the Relative Center. The main motivation for this paper stems
from the representation theory of the quantum group Uqpgq [Dri86,Lus10] and its relation to the
monoidal center. The category of Yetter–Drinfeld modules, describing the center of the monoidal
category B–Mod of modules over a bialgebra B, can — more generally — be defined for a bialgebra
object B in a braided monoidal category B, giving the braided monoidal category BBYDpBq, see
[BD98]. The negative nilpotent part B  Uqpnq of Uqpgq is naturally such a bialgebra object (in
fact, a Hopf algebra object) in the braided monoidal category B  Uqptq–Mod, where Uqptq is the
group algebra kZn as a Hopf algebra, see e.g. [AS02,Lus10]. Via the duality between Uqpnq and
Uqpn q and a result of Majid in [Maj99], we can view
B
BYDpBq in this example as the category
of Uqpgq-modules which have a locally finite uqpn q-action. This tensor category contains the
non-monoidal category Oq associated to the quantum group [AM15], which is an analogue of an
important construction in Lie theory [BGG71].
Motivated by the quantum group example, it is natural to expect the center of the monoidal
category C  B–ModpBq to be equivalent to the above category BBYDpBq. However, in this example,
ZpCq is a larger category, consisting of certain modules over DrinpUqpbqq, which is a Hopf algebra
defined on the vector space Uqpn q b Uqptq
 b Uqptq b Uqpnq. This algebra contains an additional
copy of the dual of the Cartan part Uqptq. Drinfeld takes the quotient by the Hopf ideal identifying
Uqptq and Uqptq
 in [Dri86]. In general, for a finite-dimensional braided bialgebra B in a braided
monoidal category B  H–Mod, for H a quasi-triangular Hopf algebra, one can use the Radford
biproduct (or bosonization) B oH [Rad85] and find that
ZpCq  BoHBoHYD  DrinpB oHq–Mod.
One main construction featuring in the present paper is a version ZBpCq of the monoidal center
relative to a braided monoidal category B. In the case where C  B–ModpBq studied above, we
find that
ZBpCq  BBYDpBq  DrinHpB, Bq–Mod,
where DrinHpB
, Bq is the double bosonization (or braided Drinfeld double) of Majid. Hence the
relative monoidal center gives the category of Uqpn q-locally finite weight modules in the example
of Uqpgq, and thus a refinement of the center construction. For an odd root of unity ε, the relative
monoidal center of uεpbq–Mod is equivalent to the category of modules over the small quantum
group uεpgq. Note that in the case B  Vectk we recover the monoidal center ZpCq.
1.3. Summary of Results. In the spirit of moving from the representation theory of algebras
to modules of categories (in this case, monoidal categories), this paper studies the representation
theory of the relative monoidal center in the framework of [EGNO15]. The treatment allows for
infinite tensor categories and Hopf algebras. After establishing the categorical setup and recalling
generalities on categorical modules (Sections 2.1 & 3.1), the relative tensor product of categorical
bimodules is reviewed in the generality of finitely cocomplete k-linear categories (Section 3.2 &
Appendix A).
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The concept of the relative monoidal center from [Lau15] is refined using the language of B-
balanced functors to allow a better study of its categorical modules. For this, B-augmented monoidal
categories are introduced in Section 3.3. These can be thought of as categorical analogues of C-
augmented C-algebras R over a commutative k-algebra C. Over a B-augmented monoidal category,
we can study B-balanced bimodules (Section 3.4). This construction is a categorical analogue of
RbC R
op-modules, over a C-algebra R. In other words, R-bimodules for which the left and right
C-action coincide. Based on this concept, we present two constructions for a B-augmented monoidal
category C:
(1) the relative monoidal center ZBpCq, which is defined as ZBpCq  HomBC–CpC, Cq, the category
of endofunctors of B-balanced bimodule functors of the regular C-bimodule (Section 3.5);
(2) we equip the relative tensor product C B Cop with a monoidal structure (Theorem 3.21).
The relative center can be seen as a centralizer of Müger [Müg03, Definition 2.6], see also [DNO13,
Section 4]. The relative tensor product of modules was defined in [ENO10] and generalizes the
tensor product of categories of Kelly [Kel05], cf. Deligne [Del90] for a construction as an abelian
category. The monoidal category C B Cop has the universal property that its categorical modules
give all B-balanced bimodules over C (Theorem 3.27). We show that there is a natural construction
to turn a C-bimodule into a B-balanced C-bimodule.
Theorem 3.42. Restriction along the monoidal functor C  Cop Ñ C B Cop has a left 2-adjoint
pqB : C  Cop–Mod ÝÑ C B Cop–Mod, V ÞÝÑ VB.
This construction is a categorical analogue of restricting a R-R-bimodule to the subspace on
which the left and right C-action coincide. Moreover, for any B-augmented monoidal categories C
we prove that there is a bifunctor (see Section 3.6)
C B Cop–Mod ÝÑ ZBpCq–Mod.
This gives a way to produce categorical modules over the relative monoidal center from B-balanced
C-bimodules. In the finite case, we generalize the result of [EGNO15,Ost03a] that ZpCq and C  Cop
are categorically Morita equivalent to the relative case.
Theorem 3.46. In the case where C and B are finite multitensor categories, the monoidal categories
ZBpCq and C B Cop are categorically Morita equivalent.
We can specialize these categorical constructions to categories of modules over bialgebras (or
Hopf algebras) in a braided monoidal category.
Proposition 3.36 (See also Example 3.23). If C  B–ModpBq is the monoidal category of B-
modules over a Hopf algebra object B in a braided monoidal category B, then
ZBpCq  BBYDpBq, C B Cop  B–Mod–BpBq.
The former category is that of Yetter–Drinfeld modules (or crossed modules) in B of [BD98],
while the latter category consists of objects in B that have commuting left and right B-module
structures. We further show that for algebra (or coalgebra) objects A in C, the categories A–ModpCq
(respectively, A–CoModpCq) give a large supply of categorical modules over the relative monoidal
center in Section 4.1.
In Section 4.2, we specialize the setup further, assuming B  H–Mod, for H a quasi-triangular
Hopf algebra over a field k.
Corollary 4.4. For Hopf algebras B,C in B  H–Mod with a non-degenerate duality pairing
C B Cop  pB b copBqoH–Mod, ZBpCq  DrinHpC,Bq–ModClf ,
where Clf denotes the full subcategory where the C-action is locally finite. For B finite-dimensional,
ZBpCq  DrinHpC,Bq–Mod.
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The Hopf algebra DrinHpC,Bq is the double bosonization of [Maj91,Maj00] and referred to as
the braided Drinfeld double here. For the Hopf algebra pB b copBqoH see Definition 4.5.
Some results of Section 4 relate to results that were obtained in [Lau19] by direct computations. In
particular, the Radford–Majid biproduct AoB is naturally a comodule algebra over the (braided)
Drinfeld double of B. Further, these constructions give a natural map inducing 2-cocycles over a
(braided) Hopf algebra B to 2-cocycles over its (braided) Drinfeld double.
Applications to the representation theory of quantum groups are included in Sections 4.3 and
4.4. Fix a Cartan datum pI, q, denote by g  n ` t` n  the associated Lie algebra, and let ε be a
primitive odd root of unity. Then we derived the following results for the small quantum group.
Theorem 4.9. There is an isomorphism of Hopf algebras between Drinuεptqpuεpn q, uεpnqq and
uεpgq (cf. [Shi16, Section 6.5]). Thus, there is an equivalence of monoidal categories
Zuεptq–Modpuεpbq–Modq  uεpgq–Mod.
Corollary 4.11. Let C  uεpbq–Modfd and B  uεptq–Modfd. Then C is B-augmented, and the
monoidal categories uεpgq–Mod
fd and C B Cop are categorically Morita equivalent. The latter is
equivalent to finite-dimensional modules over a Hopf algebra tεpgq (see Definition 4.12).
In [EG09] another approach displays the small quantum group as a Drinfeld double of a quasi-Hopf
algebra. In the case were q is a generic parameter, it was shown in [Maj99] and [Som96] that Uqpgq
is isomorphic as a Hopf algebra to the braided Drinfeld double (or double bosonization) of Uqpnq.
Theorem 4.7. Let B  L–CoModq, for L the root lattice, and C  Uqpnq–ModpBq. Then
the category ZBpCq is equivalent the category Uqpgq–ModUqpn qlfw of Uqpn q-locally finite weight
modules over Uqpgq.
The categorical results of this paper show that there exists a bifunctor from C B Cop–Mod 
Tqpgq–Mod
w to categorical modules over Uqpgq–Mod
Uqpn qlfw. See Definition 4.8 for the Hopf
algebra Tqpgq. This result provides a way to construct categorical modules over the latter category.
The representation-theoretic applications of these results will be explored further elsewhere.
1.4. Applications to TFT. Monoidal categories are closely connected to the construction of
three-dimensional TFTs (see e.g. [TV17]). This paper provides a categorical interpretation of the
braided Drinfeld double of Nichols algebras (see e.g. [AS02]), which can be see as a generalization
of quantum groups, in terms of the relative center construction. For applications to TFTs it would
be important to understand when such relative centers are modular tensor categories. For finite
non-semisimple tensor categories, modularity has been studied in [Shi16, Theorem 1.1], see also
[GLO18, Section 6] for constructions of such categories related to small quantum groups.
Working with finite tensor categories and their exact modules, relative tensor products of bimodules
appear in the construction of three-dimensional TFTs with defects [FSS17]. In this context, the
relative tensor product of bimodule categories, and (twisted versions of) the monoidal center are
studied. This paper generalizes some of the categorical constructions used in loc.cit., motivated by
the representation theory of quantum groups, by allowing for more general tensor categories, and
using the idea of viewing a monoidal category relative to a braided monoidal category.
1.5. Acknowledgments. The author thanks Arkady Berenstein, Alexei Davydov, Kobi Kremnizer,
Shahn Majid, Ehud Meir, Vanessa Miemietz, and Chelsea Walton for interesting and helpful
discussions related to the subject of this paper. Helpful comments from anonymous referees are
gratefully acknowledged. Early parts of this research were supported by an EPSRC Doctoral Prize
at the University of East Anglia, and the author was partially supported by the Simons Foundation.
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2. Categorical Setup
2.1. The 2-Category of Finitely Cocomplete Categories. Let k be a field. We say that a
category C is k-linear if it is pre-additive and k-enriched [EGNO15, Definition 1.2.2]. We shall
work with k-linear categories that are equivalent to small categories and in addition have all finite
colimits. This assumption implies that finite biproducts exist and hence C is additive. The existence
of finite colimits can, for example, be ensured if C, in addition to finite coproducts, has coequalizers.
As primary examples, we may consider the category A–Mod of A-modules, where A is a k-algebra.
The collection of all such k-linear categories with finite colimits forms a 2-category together with
k-linear functors, which will automatically preserve all finite biproducts and are required to preserve
all finite colimits, together with natural transformations of such functors. The resulting structure is
that of a k-linear 2-category, which is denoted by Catck. Between two categories C, D of Catck, we
denote the category of k-linear finite colimit preserving functors by FunckpC,Dq, which again lies in
Catck (finite colimits are computed pointwise, and commute with other colimits). In contrast, we
will denote the category of all k-linear functors between such categories (not necessarily preserving
finite biproducts or colimits) by FunkpC,Dq and the corresponding larger 2-category by Catk.
There is a naive tensor product for C, D denoted by b (cf. [Kel05, Section 1.4]), giving a k-linear
category C bD. Its objects are denoted by X b Y , were X is an object of C, and Y is an object of
D. The spaces of morphisms are defined as
HomCbD
 
X b Y,X 1 b Y 1

 HomCpX,X
1q bk HomCpY, Y
1q.
Note that in C b D biproducts are not ensured to exist. A proper cartesian closed structure on
Catk is given by the tensor product C  D, see [Kel05, Section 6.5]. Moreover, if finite colimits
exist in C and D, then they exist in C D, giving a cartesian closed structure on Catck. It satisfies
the universal property of being a finitely cocomplete k-linear category such that there is a k-linear
functor CbD Ñ CD which is colimit preserving in both components, inducing natural equivalences
FunckpC D, Eq  FunckpC,FunckpD, Eqq,
in Catck, for E in Catck. The tensor product C  D is the closure of C b D under finite colimits
[Kel05, (6.27)]. Hence, it follows that finite colimit preserving k-linear functors C  D Ñ E also
correspond to k-linear functors C bD Ñ E which are finite colimit preserving in both components.
Note that if C and D are abelian categories, C D is not necessarily abelian. For a clarification of
the relationship to Deligne’s tensor product of abelian categories, see [LF13]. In the abelian case,
the finite colimit preserving functors are precisely the right exact functors.
Unless otherwise stated, all categories and functors considered live in the 2-category Catck.
We shall use properties of the 2-category Catck such as its closure under colimits and pseudo-
colimits [BKP89, Kel89] in order to obtain existence results for a relative version of the tensor
products mentioned in this section (see Appendix A). The cocompleteness of Catck is obtained
by the construction of a 2-comonad T on Catk such that its coalgebras are finitely cocomplete
k-linear categories, with coalgebra morphisms preserving the finite colimits [BKP89]. Dually to
[BKP89, Theorem 2.6], it follows that Catck admits pseudo-colimits, taking the 2-category K
appearing therein to be the complete and cocomplete 2-category of small k-linear categories Catk
[Kel89], and T is a 2-comonad such that T -coalgebras are finite cocomplete k-linear categories.
2.2. Notations and Conventions. Throughout this paper, C denotes a monoidal category in Catck,
with tensor product b  bC : C C Ñ C, associativity isomorphism α : bpb IdCq

ùñ bpIdC bq,
and unit 1 together with an isomorphism ι : 1b 1Ñ 1 such that left and right tensoring by 1 are
auto-equivalences of C, see [EGNO15, Definition 2.1.1].
Assumption 2.1. For simplification of the exposition, we will assume that C is strictly associative
and unital. That is, pX b Y q b Z  X b pY b Zq and αX,Y,Z  Id for all objects X,Y, Z of C.
Further 1bM M M b 1, and left and right unitary isomorphisms are given by identities.
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The choice to work with a strict monoidal category is justified by Mac Lane’s coherence theorem.
That is, whenever two objects constructed by applying the tensor product and tensor unit can be
identified via two isomorphisms which are combinations of the natural isomorphisms present in the
structure of the monoidal category, then these isomorphisms are equal [Mac71, Section VII.2]. If
needed, one can insert the associativity (or unitary) isomorphisms in the diagrams in the appropriate
places and the statements will remain valid. Note further that by Mac Lane’s strictness theorem for
monoidal categories [Mac71, Section XI.3], any monoidal category is equivalent (via strong monoidal
functors) to a strict monoidal category.
The symbol B will denote a braided monoidal category in Catck with braiding Ψ. We also omit the
associativity and unitary isomorphisms of B from the notation, treating B as strict. The category B
is the same as B but declaring the inverse braiding Ψ1 to be the braiding.
All functors of monoidal categories are assumed to be strong monoidal. A strong monoidal functor
G: C Ñ D comes with a natural isomorphism µG : b pG  Gq ùñ Gb satisfying a commutative
diagram as in [EGNO15, (2.23)] relating the associativity isomorphisms of C and D. In addition, we
assume that G is strictly unital. That is, Gp1q  1, and µG1,M , µ
G
M,1 are both given by identities.
We summarize here some notational conventions adapted in this paper for monoidal categories.
The symbol bop is used to denote the opposite tensor product given by X bop Y  Y bX. With
relation to Kelly’s tensor product of categories , we denote pure tensors of pairs of objects X,Y
by X b Y . When brackets are missing, we adapt the convention bC before . For a morphism
f and an object X in C we write f bX to denote f b IdX . Similarly, when considering natural
transformations, we may denote by φbG the natural transformation φb IdG.
A main source of examples of monoidal categories will be obtained from a braided bialgebra
or Hopf algebra B (see e.g. [Maj00, Definition 9.4.5]). That is, B is a bialgebra or Hopf algebra
object in a braided monoidal category B. More explicitly, B comes equipped with the following
morphisms in B: a product map m  mB : B bB Ñ B, with unit 1 : I Ñ B, and a coproduct map
∆  ∆B : B Ñ B bB, with counit ε : B Ñ I, satisfying the axioms (2.1)–(2.7).
mpmb IdBq  mpIdB bmq,(2.1)
mp1b IdBq  mpIdB b1q  IdB,(2.2)
p∆b IdBq∆  pIdB b∆q∆,(2.3)
pεb IdBq∆  pIdbεq∆  Id,(2.4)
∆m  mbmpIdB bΨB,B b IdBqp∆b∆q,(2.5)
∆1  1b 1,(2.6)
εm  εb ε.(2.7)
The first two axioms state that B is algebra algebra object in B, and the next two axioms state
that B is also a coalgebra object in B. The last three axioms may be rephrased by saying that ∆,
and ε are morphisms of algebras in B, or, equivalently, that m, 1 are morphisms of coalgebras in B.
Morphisms of bialgebras are morphisms in B which commute with all of these structural maps. If,
in addition, there exists an invertible morphism S : B Ñ B in B which is a two-sided convolution
inverse to IdB, i.e.
mpIdB bSq∆  mpS b IdBq∆  1ε,(2.8)
then we say B is a Hopf algebra in B. Morphisms of Hopf algebras are required to commute with
this antipode S. It is a consequence that S is an anti-algebra morphism in B (see [Maj00, Fig. 9.14]
for a proof).
We denote the category of algebra objects in B by AlgpBq, and write CoAlgpBq for coalgebras
in B, BiAlgpBq for bialgebras, and HopfpBq for Hopf algebras. Note that while AlgpBq and
CoAlgpBq are monoidal categories with the underlying tensor product in B (under use of the
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braiding), BiAlgpBq and HopfpBq are not. Given an algebra A in B, we denote the category of
left A-modules by A–ModpBq, and right A-modules by Mod–ApBq. Similarly, given a coalgebra C,
we write C–CoModpBq and CoMod–CpBq for left and right comodules over C in B.
3. Balanced Bimodules and the Relative Monoidal Center
This sections contains this paper’s main constructions on the level of monoidal categories and
their (bi)modules. The main object is the relative monoidal center ZBpCq which is defined here
using the concept of B-balanced bimodules, refining the construction from [Lau15] and related
to centralizer of [Müg03]. The Morita dual to this center construction is the monoidal category
C B Cop, for which an existence statement is provided. All constructions are carried out in the
2-category Catck.
3.1. Categorical Modules. Following [EGNO15, Definition 7.1.3], a left module V over a monoidal
category C is a category V together with a monoidal functor
 : C ÝÑ EndckpVq,
where EndckpVq is the monoidal category of endofunctors on V in Catck with respect to composition. It
is often helpful to spell out the definition of a categorical module in terms of a functor  : CV ÝÑ V
together with a natural isomorphism χ :  pb  IdVq

ùñ pIdC q satisfying compatibility
conditions with the monoidal structure of C. Recalling that we shall treat C as a strict monoidal
category, cf. Assumption 2.1, this amounts to the conditions that 1 V  V for any object V of V ,
and the diagram
(3.1)
pM bN b P q  V
χMbN,P,V //
χM,NbP,V

pM bNq  pP  V q
χM,N,PV

M  ppN b P q  V qq
MχN,P,V // M  pN  pP  V qq
commutes for any choice of objects M,N,P P C and V P V (cf. [EGNO15, Definition 7.1.2]).
Further, note that χM,1,V  χ1,M,V  IdMV .
A morphism pG, λq : pV,Vq ÝÑ pW,Wq of left modules over C is a functor G: V ÑW together
with a system of natural isomorphisms
λX : GpX V IdWq

ùñ X W G.
which is natural in X and compatible with the monoidal structure in C as in [EGNO15, Eq. (7.6)].
We write λX,V  pλXqV . The compatibility conditions amount to λ1,V  IdFpV q, and that the
diagram
GpM bN V V q
GpχVM,N,V q
uu
λMbN,V
**
GpM V pN V V qq
λM,NVV

M bN W GpV q
χW
M,N,GpV q

M W GpN V V q
MWλN,V // M W pN W GpV qq
(3.2)
commutes for any objects M,N in C, and V in V.
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In other words, the coherent isomorphism λ defines a weakly commuting diagram of functors
C V //
W

EndckpVq
Gpq
λqy
EndckpWq pqG
// FunckpV,Wq .
Given two morphisms G,H: V ÑW or C-modules, we can define a 2-morphism τ : G ùñ H to
be a natural transformation such that
(3.3) pIdC Wτqλ
G  λHτV ,
i.e. the diagram
GpM V V q
λGM,V //
τMVV

M W GpV q
MWτV

HpM V V q
λHM,V // M W HpV q
(3.4)
commutes for any objects M of C and V of V. Hence, we obtain a k-linear 2-category C–Mod.
Indeed, given two morphisms of left C-modules G: V ÑW, H: W Ñ X , the composition HG is a
morphism of C-modules with λHG defined by
λHGM,V  λ
H
M,GpV qHpλ
G
M,V q.(3.5)
The category of C-module morphisms from V to W, denoted by HomCpV,Wq, contains finite
colimits and hence C–Mod is enriched over Catck.
Remark 3.1. This information can be rephrased as follows: A left module V over C is a k-linear
bifunctor V : C ÝÑ Catck, where C is viewed as a bicategory with one object, and V is the image
of this object. A morphism of left modules over C is now a morphism of bifunctors V ùñ W .
This way, 2-morphisms of C-modules correspond to modifications of morphisms of bifunctors.
From the monoidal functor point of view, a right C-module structure on V is a monoidal functor
Cop ÝÑ EndckpVq, and a C-bimodule is a monoidal functor C  Cop ÝÑ EndckpVq. More generally, a
C-D-bimodule is a monoidal functor C Dop ÝÑ EndckpVq. We may equivalently express the data
of a bimodule category as follows (cf. [FSS17, Definition 2.5]):
Proposition 3.2. An C-D-bimodule structure on V is equivalent to the data of two functors
 : C  V ÝÑ V, and  : V D ÝÑ V, together with natural isomorphisms
χ :  pb IdVq

ùñ pIdC  q, ξ :  pIdV  bq

ùñ p IdDq,
ζ :  p IdDq

ùñ pIdC  q.
These natural isomorphisms satisfy the coherence condition given by Eq. (3.1), as well as the
following Eqs. (3.6)–(3.8) below.
V  pM bN b P q
ξV,M,NbP //
ξV,MbN,P

pV Mq  pN b P q
ξVM,N,P

pV  pM bNqq  P
ξV,M,NP // ppV Mq Nq  P,
(3.6)
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pX b Y  V q M
χX,Y,V M
tt
ζXbY,V,M
**
pX  pY  V qq M
ζX,YV,M

X b Y  pV Mq
χX,Y,VM

X  ppY  V q Mq
XζY,V,M // X  pY  pV Mqq,
(3.7)
X  pV M bNq
XξV,M,N
tt
ζ1X,V,MbN
**
X  ppV Mq Nq
ζ1X,VM,N

pX  V q M bN
ξXV,M,N

pX  pV Mqq N
ζ1X,V,MN // ppX  V q Mq N,
(3.8)
for objects X,Y of C, V of V, and M,N,P of D. In addition, we require 1 V  V , V  1  V ,
and that
χ1,X,V  χX,1,V  IdXV , ξV,1,N  ξV,N,1  IdVN ,(3.9)
ζX,V,1  IdXV , ζ1,V,N  IdVN ,(3.10)
for objects X of C, N of D, and V of V.
Definition 3.3. We define the 2-category BiModC–D as the 2-category of C-D-bimodules in Catck
using the equivalent description of the data from Proposition 3.2. This amounts to having as objects
C-D-bimodules, 1-morphisms in BiModC–D are given by functors G: V ÑW together with natural
isomorphisms
λ : GpX V IdVq

ùñ X W G,
ρ : GpIdV VNq

ùñ GW N,
for objects X of C, N of D, which are coherent with the structural isomorphisms of the modules.
That is, diagram (3.2) commutes, in addition to a similar diagram for ρ and ξ:
GpV V M bNq
GpξVV,M,N q
uu
ρV,MbN
**
GppV V Mq V Nq
ρVVM,N

GpV q W M bN
ξW
GpV q,M,N

GpV V Mq W N
ρV,MWN // pGpV q W Mq W N,
(3.11)
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for objects M,N of D; further, the diagram
GppX V V q V Nq
GpζVX,V,N q //
ρXVV,N

GpX V pV V Nqq
λX,VVN

GpX V V q W N
λX,V WN

X W GpV V Nq
XWρV,N

pX W GpV qq W N
ζW
X,GpV q,N // X W pGpV q W Nq,
(3.12)
is required to commute for objects X of C, M,N of D, V of V. Moreover, we require that
λ1,V  IdGpV q, ρV,1  IdGpV q, @V P V.(3.13)
Note that given two such morphisms pG, λG, ρGq : V ÑW and pH, λH, ρHq : W Ñ X the composi-
tion is pHG, λHG, ρHGq with λHG defined in Eq. (3.5) and
ρHGV,N  ρ
H
GpV q,NHpρ
G
V,N q.(3.14)
In BiModC–D, a 2-morphism τ : pG, λ
G, ρGq ùñ pH, λH, ρHq is a natural transformations commuting
with this structure. That is, diagram (3.4) and the diagram
GpV V Nq
ρGV,N //
τVVN

GpV q W N
τV WN

HpV V Nq
ρHV,N // HpV q W N
(3.15)
commute for objects N of D, V of V. Given two C-D-bimodules, we denote the category of
C-D-bimodule morphism from V to W by HomC–DpV,Wq.
The discussion can be summarized by saying that there is a biequivalence of k-linear 2-categories
BiModC–D  C Dop–Mod.
3.2. Balanced Functors and Relative Tensor Products. We recall the following definition of
balanced functors from [ENO10,FSS17]:
Definition 3.4. Let V be a right C-module and W a left C-module category. A functor
F: V W Ñ T , V bW ÞÝÑ FpV,W q
is called C-balanced if it comes equipped with a system of isomorphisms
ηV,C,W : FpV  C,W q

ÝÑ FpV,C W q, @C P C, V P V,W PW,
natural in V,C,W , which is compatible with the natural isomorphisms of the module structures (as
in [ENO10, Definition 3.1]). That is, the diagram
FpV  pC bDq,W q
FpξV,C,D,W q //
ηV,CbD,W

FppV  Cq D,W q
ηVC,D,W

FpV, pC bDq W q
FpV,χC,D,W q **
FpV  C,D W q
ηV,C,DWtt
FpV,C  pD W qq
(3.16)
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commutes for any objects V in V, W in W, C,D in C. Further, we require
ηV,1,W  IdFpV,W q .(3.17)
A morphism of C-balanced functors φ : pF, ηFq Ñ pG, ηGq is a natural transformation φ : F ñ G
such that the diagram
FpV  C,W q
ηFV,C,W //
φVC,W

FpV,C W q
φV,CW

GpV  C,W q
ηGV,C,W // GpV,C W q
(3.18)
commutes. The category of C-balanced functors is denoted by FunkC -balpV W, T q where, again,
all categories and functors are in Catck.
Relative tensor products of module categories were defined in [ENO10, Definition 3.3] and
generalize the tensor product of categories of [Kel05, Section 6.5], or [Del90, 5] for abelian categories.
The following definition is a adapted from [Sch15, Definition 3.1] to working in Catck.
Definition 3.5. Let C be a monoidal category with a right C-module V , and a left C-module W in
Catck. A category T in Catck, together with a C-balanced functor TV,W : V W Ñ T , is a relative
tensor product of V and W over C if for any category D, TV,W induces an equivalence of k-linear
categories
ΨV,W : Fun
c
kpT ,Dq

ÝÑ FunC -balk pV W,Dq, G ÞÑ GTV,W .
Further, part of the data is a fixed choice of a k-linear functor
ΦV,W : Fun
c
kpT ,Dq

ÝÑ FunC -balk pV W,Dq
such that there are natural isomorphisms
θV,W : Id

ùñ ΦV,WΨV,W , τV,W : ΨV,WΦV,W

ùñ Id
satisfying the adjunction axioms (so that ΨV,W ,ΦV,W form an adjoint equivalence of k-linear
categories).
It follows that if such a category T exists, then it is unique, up to unique adjoint equivalence of
categories. We hence use the notation T  V C W.
It follows from [Sch15, Proposition 3.4] that the tensor product C (if existent in this generality)
has the following naturality properties. Given a functor F: V Ñ V 1 of right C-module categories,
and G: W ÑW 1 of left C-module categories, there exists an induced factorization functor
F C G: V C W ÝÑ V 1 C W 1,
which is unique up to unique isomorphism of functors.
This is proved by first observing that the composition functor
TV 1,W 1pF  Gq : V W
FG
ÝÝÝÑ V 1 W 1
TV1,W1
ÝÝÝÝÑ V 1 C W 1
is C-balanced, using the C-balancing isomorphism determined by βFpV q,C,GpW q for β the C-balancing
isomorphism of T1. Further, [Sch15, Proposition 3.4 (1)] gives an isomorphism of morphisms of
balanced bimodules φF,G : TV 1,W 1pF  Gq

ùñ pF C GqTV,W .
Further, assume given pairs of right (respectively, left) C-module functors F,F1 : V Ñ V 1 (respec-
tively, G,G1 : W Ñ W 1) and natural transformations α : F ùñ F1, β : G ùñ G1 of such functors,
there exists a unique natural transformation
αC β : F C G ùñ F
1 C G
1
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such that the following diagram commutes:
TV 1,W 1pF  Gq
φF,G

αβ +3 TV 1,W 1pF
1  G1q
φF1,G1

pF C GqTV,W
αCβ +3 pF1 C G1qTV,W .
(3.19)
These assignments are functorial to give a bifunctor
C : Mod–C  C–Mod ÝÑ Catck, pV,Wq ÞÑ V C W.
The following existence statement is proved in Appendix A.
Theorem 3.6. Let C be a monoidal category with a right C-module V and a left C-module W in
Catck. Then V C W exists in Catck.
Remark 3.7. The existence statement of V C W can, in principle, be proved in any cocomplete 2-
category which has finite pseudo-colimits. For the 2-category Catck of cocomplete k-linear categories,
pseudo-colimits exist by [BKP89].
Corollary 3.8. If V is an C-B-bimodule, and W is a B-D-bimodule, then V B W can be given the
structure of an C-D-bimodule.
Proof. Based on the existence statement of VCW in this setup, we can now use [Sch15, Proposition
3.20] to obtain the result. Note that the full structure of the collection of categorical bimodules
with relative tensor products is that of a tricategory as detailed in [Sch15, Section 3.2]. 
We now provide some examples that will be important in the paper.
Definition 3.9. Let A and B be algebra objects in B. We denote by A–B–ModpBq the category
of left A-B modules in B. That is, an object V of A–B–ModpBq is an object of B together with a
left A-action A : Ab V Ñ V and left B-action B : B b V Ñ V which commute in the sense that
(3.20) A pIdAbBq  BpIdB bAqpΨA,B b IdV q.
A morphism in A–B–ModpBq commutes with both the left A-action and B-action.
Similarly, we define the category A–Mod–BpBq and Mod–A–BpBq. In the former, we have a
left A-action and a right B-action which commute, where in the later both are right actions.
It in fact follows that A–B–ModpBq is equivalent to AbB–ModpBq in a natural way. However,
when working with bialgebras we shall see that A–B–ModpBq can still be monoidal even though
AbB is not a bialgebra object in B.
Lemma 3.10. The category A–B–ModpBq (or A–Mod–BpBq, Mod–A–BpBq) is a bimodule over
B, with left and right action given by the induced action on the tensor product in B. That is, given
objects pV,A,Bq of A–B–ModpBq and X of B, V bX is an object in A–B–ModpBq with actions
given by
A b IdX : Ab V bX ÝÑ V bX, B b IdX : B b V bX ÝÑ V bX;
and X b V is an object in A–B–ModpBq with actions given by
pIdX bAqpΨA,X b IdV q : AbX b V ÝÑ X b V,
pIdX bBqpΨB,X b IdV q : B bX b V ÝÑ X b V.
Proposition 3.11. The category A–B–ModpBq satisfies the universal property of A–ModpBqB
B–ModpBq, A–Mod–BpBq satisfies the universal property of A–ModpBq B Mod–BpBq, and
Mod–A–BpBq satisfies the universal property of Mod–ApBqB Mod–BpBq as B-bimodules.
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Proof. The statement is proved similar to [DSPS19, Theorem 3.3], but working with finitely
cocomplete categories with functors that preserve colimits in both components. 
When more structure is present (for example, an abelian structure), the existence of a universal
category describing C-balanced functors is not guaranteed as a category having such structure.
For a finite k-tensor category C, it was shown in [DSPS19] that V C W exists as a finite k-linear
category, given that V and W are finite. This uses the characterization from [EGNO15, 2.11.6] (and
[Ost03b, Theorem 1] for the semisimple case) that finite exact modules are of the form A–ModpCq
as right C-modules, for an algebra object A in C.
3.3. Augmented Monoidal Categories. We want to work with monoidal categories that are
augmented by a braided monoidal category B. This notion is a categorical analogue of a C-algebra
over a commutative ring C which is also C-augmented.
Definition 3.12. A B-augmented monoidal category C is a monoidal category C in Catck equipped
with the additional data of monoidal functors
F: C  B : T
and natural isomorphisms
τ : FT

ùñ IdB, σ : b pIdC Tq

ùñ boppIdC Tq,
such that for any objects V of B and X of C,
(3.21) FpσX,V q  µ
F
TpV q,Xpτ
1
V b IdFpXqqΨFpXq,V pIdFpXqbτV q

µFX,TpV q
	1
,
or, equivalently
(3.22) FpσX,V q  µ
F
TpV q,XΨFpXq,FTpV q

µFX,TpV q
	1
.
That is, σ descents to Ψ under F. Equivalently, the following diagrams commute for any objects X
or C and V of B
FpX b TV q
FpσX,V q //
pµFX,TV q
1

FpTV bXq
pµFTV,Xq
1

FX b FTV
IdFX bτV

ΨFX,FTV // FTV b FX
τV bIdFX

FX b V
ΨFX,V // V b FX.
(3.23)
The natural isomorphisms are required to be coherent with the structure of C and B. That is, the
following diagrams commute for any objects X,Y in C, V,W in B
pX b Y q b TV
σXbY,V //
IdX bσX,V ((
TV b pX b Y q,
X b TV b Y
σX,V bIdY
66
(3.24)
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X b TpV bW q
σX,VbW //
IdX bpµTV,W q
1

TpV bW q bX
X b TV b TW
σX,V bIdTW ))
TV b TW bX,
µTV,WbIdX
OO
TV bX b TW
IdTV bσX,W
55
(3.25)
FTpV q b FTpW q
µFTV,TW //
τV bτW **
FpTpV q b TpW qq
FpµTV,W q // FTpV bW q.
τVbWtt
V bW
(3.26)
The last condition states that τ is a morphism of monoidal functors, cf. [EGNO15, Definition 2.4.8].
Moreover, we require that for any objects X of C and V of B,
σX,1  IdX , σ1,V  IdTpV q, τ1  Id1 .(3.27)
A monoidal functor of B-augmented monoidal categories G: C Ñ D is a monoidal functor such
that the there exists isomorphisms of monoidal functors
θ  θG : GTC

ùñ TD, φ  φ
G : FC

ùñ FDG.(3.28)
Further, the compatibility condition that the diagrams
GpX b TCpV qq

µG
X,TCpV q
	1

GpσCX,V q // GpTCpV q bXq

µG
TCpV q,X
	1

GpXq bGTCpV q
GpXqbθV

GTCpV q bGpXq
θV bGpXq

GpXq b TDpV q
σD
GpXq,V // TDpV q bGpXq,
(3.29)
FCTCpV q
φTCpV q //
τCV ))
FDGTCpV q
FDpθV q // FDTDpV q
τDVuuV
(3.30)
commute for all objects X of C, V of B is required. In particular, θ1  Id1, φ1  Id1.
We define the k-linear 2-category MonCatB of B-augmented categories of C as having B-
augmented monoidal functors as 1-morphisms, and all monoidal natural transformations as 2-
morphisms. Note that given two functors G: C Ñ D, H: D Ñ O of B-augmented monoidal
categories, the composition HG is a functor of B-augmented monoidal categories with the natural
isomorphisms given by
θHGV  θ
H
V Hpθ
G
V q, φ
HG
X  φ
H
GpXqφ
G
X .(3.31)
Example 3.13. Every monoidal category in Catck which is complete under arbitrary countable
biproducts is Vectk-augmented for the category of k-vector spaces. For example, for a bialgebra B
over k, B–Mod gives such a category.
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Example 3.14. If C is a B-augmented monoidal category, then Cop is B-augmented. The isomorphism
σop : bop pIdC Tq

ùñ pbopqoppIdC Tq is taken to be σ1.
Example 3.15. Let B be a braided monoidal category. Then B is B-augmented, with F  IdB,
T  IdB, and τ  Id, σ  Ψ, the braiding. The next lemma generalizes this example and clarifies
the relation to braided monoidal categories.
Lemma 3.16. If C is braided monoidal and both F, T are functors of braided monoidal categories,
such that τ is an isomorphism of monoidal functors, then C can be given the structure of a B-
augmented monoidal category.
Proof. If C is braided monoidal, and F, T are compatible with the braided monoidal structure as in
[EGNO15, Definition 8.1.7], and τ is a morphism of monoidal functors, then Eq. (3.26) holds by
assumption. Setting
σX,V : Ψ
C
X,TpV q, X P C, V P B,(3.32)
then Eqs. (3.24)–(3.25) hold by the hexagonal diagrams (cf. e.g. [EGNO15, 8.1.1]), combined with
T being a functor of braided monoidal categories. The condition of Eq. (3.23) follows from the
assumption that F is a functor of braided monoidal categories. 
Example 3.17. Our main source of examples of B-augmented monoidal categories in Catck will be of
the form B–ModpBq, where B is a bialgebra object in B (cf. Section 2.1). The category B–ModpBq
is monoidal. The tensor product of two objects pV, aV q, pW,aW q, where aV : B b V Ñ V and
aW : B bW ÑW are the action morphisms, is pV bW,aVbW q with
aVbW : paV b aW qpIdB bΨB,V b IdV qp∆b IdVbW q.(3.33)
Graphical calculus, as in [Lau19], which is inspired by that used in [Maj94], is helpful for
computations in B–ModpBq. For example, the tensor product of modules is depictured as
(3.34) aVbW  .
Here, Ψ  denotes the braiding in B, ∆  denotes the coproduct of B, and   : BbV Ñ V
denotes a left coaction of B on V .
The monoidal category B–ModpBq is B-augmented, using the forgetful functor F mapping a
left B-module to the underlying object in B, and defining TpV q to be the trivial B-module V triv,
using the trivial action atriv  ε b IdV via the counit ε. Then σX,V : TpΨFpXq,V q is a natural
isomorphism as required, for X in B–ModpBq and V in B. For this, we check that TpΨFpXq,V q in
fact is a morphism X b V triv Ñ V triv bX of left B-modules in B. Indeed, this follows from
(3.35)   .
Here, the isomorphism τ : FT

ùñ Id consists of identity morphisms.
A morphism of bialgebras B Ñ C in B induces a functor of B-augmented monoidal categories
C–ModpBq Ñ B–ModpBq, where the natural isomorphisms θ and φ both consist of identities.
Note the subtlety that the category of right B-modules Mod–BpBq is B-augmented, rather than
B-augmented.
Example 3.18. Dually, we can define B–CoModpBq using left comodules instead of module. This
category is B-augmented, while right B-comodules CoMod–BpBq yield a B-augmented monoidal
category.
In the case of C  H–ModpBq for a Hopf algebra in B we will require the following equivalence
for the B-augmented monoidal category with opposite tensor product.
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Lemma 3.19. Let H be a Hopf algebra object in B with invertible antipode. There is an equivalence
of B-augmented monoidal categories pH–ModpBqqop  Mod–HpBq.
Proof. Consider the equivalence of categories given by the functors
Φ: H–ModpBq ÝÑ Mod–HpBq, pV,q ÞÝÑ pV,1q, 1  ΨV,HpIdV bSq
Φ1 : Mod–HpBq ÝÑ H–ModpBq, pV,q ÞÝÑ pV,1q, 1  Ψ1V,HpS
1 b IdV q. 
Lemma 3.20. Let C be a B-augmented monoidal category which is braided s.t. the structural
functors FC ,TC are compatible with the braiding, and D a C-augmented monoidal category. Then D
is also a B-augmented monoidal category.
Theorem 3.21. If C, D are B-augmented (rigid) monoidal categories, then the B-balanced tensor
product C B D is a (rigid) monoidal category.
Proof. Note that pCatck,q is a monoidal category. In the proof, we work with different bracketing
of iterated Kelly tensor products . For these, we chose a (coherent) set of natural isomorphisms
between different ways of bracketing. We will however omit these from the notation for reasons of
simplification of the exposition.
Note that there exist a swap functor τ : C D Ñ D  C, and we observe that the composite
Bpb
C bDqpIdC τ  IdDq : C D  C D ÝÑ C B D
factors (up to natural isomorphism) through a functor
bCBD : pC B Dq pC B Dq ÝÑ C B D.
To demonstrate this, denote the balancing of the functor C : C D Ñ C B D by η. Fix a pair
of objects M bN P C D. Then the functor
C D ÝÑ C B D, X b Y ÞÝÑ pM bC Xq b pN bD Y q
is B-balanced via the balancing isomorphism
ηXbYM,B,N : pIdMbX bσ
1
N,B b IdY qηMbX,B,NbY .
This B-balancing isomorphism clearly satisfies Eq. (3.17), and Eq. (3.16) follows from commutativity
of the outer diagram in
pM bX b TpB b Cqq b pN b Y q
ηMbX,BbC,NbY
++
ηXbYM,BbC,N // pM bXq b pN b TpB b Cq b Y q
pM bXq b pTpB b Cq bN b Y q
Idbσ1N,BbCbId
33
pM bX b TB b TCq b pN b Y q
IdbµTB,CbId
OO
ηMbXbTB,C,NbY

pM bXq b pN b TB b TC b Y q
IdbµTB,CbId
OO
pM bXq b pTB b TC bN b Y q
IdbµTB,CbId
OO
Idbσ1N,CbId
++
pM bX b TBq b pTC bN b Y q
ηMbX,B,TCbNbY
33
Idbσ1N,CbId
++
pM bXq b pTB bN b TC b Y q.
Idbσ1N,BbId
OO
pM bX b TBq b pN b TC b Y q
ηMbX,B,NbTCbY
33
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The inner diagrams commute using Eqs. (3.16), (3.25), naturality of η applied to σ1N,V as well as
the definition of ηXbY . Hence, we obtain a factorization through C B D, which is the endo-functor
of C B D denoted by RXbY . By completion under biproducts this gives a functor
C D Ñ EndkpC B Dq, X b Y ÞÝÑ RXbY .
Using the symmetric closed structure from [Kel05, Section 6.5] we obtain a functor
R: C D  pC B Dq ÝÑ C B D.
We claim that the functor R is one of balanced bimodules (in the rightmost -product). Indeed,
we may use the composite natural isomorphism
ηRMbN,B,XbY : pM b
C TB bC Xq b pN bD Y q ÝÑ pM bC Xq b pTB bD N bD Y q,
ηRMbN,B,XbY  ηMbX,B,NbY pIdM bσ
1
X,B b IdNbY q.
It follows very similarly to before that ηR satisfies Eqs. (3.16) and (3.17). Hence we obtain a
factorization through pC B Dq pC B Dq, denoted by bCBD, as stated. As such, it is unique up
to unique natural isomorphism by the universal property.
To proof that bCBD provides a monoidal structure now follows by use of the functoriality
properties of B as detailed after Definition 3.5. This way, we obtain the functors
bCBDpbCBD  IdCBDq, b
CBDpIdCBD b
CBDq
as factorization via the universal property of B. However, using that C, D are strict monoidal
categories, these are factorization of the same balanced functor through canonically isomorphic (iter-
ated) relative tensor products. Hence the functors are isomorphic via a unique natural isomorphism.
Uniqueness of the induced natural isomorphism ensures coherence, thus giving a monoidal structure.
If C and D are rigid, the so is C D. As a monoidal functor, the canonical factorization functor
C D Ñ C B D preserves duals. As this functor is essentially surjective, duals exit in the latter
category. 
Note that one can similarly prove a variation of Theorem 3.21 where C is B-augmented and D is
B-augmented as the inverse σ1 also satisfies b-compatibility. In particular, given a B-augmented
monoidal category C, then C B Cop is a monoidal category. Using Lemma 3.16, we obtain:
Corollary 3.22. If C and D are braided monoidal categories with functors FC : C  B : TC,
FD : D  B : TD of braided monoidal categories together with isomorphisms of monoidal functors
τC : FCTC

ùñ IdB, and τ
D : FDTD

ùñ IdB, then C B D is a braided monoidal category.
Note that for braided fusion categories, a similar construction as obtained in Corollary 3.22
has been carried out in [Gre13a]. To conclude this section, we shall examine some examples of
representation-theoretic nature.
Example 3.23. Let B P HopfpBq, and consider C  B–ModpBq as a B-augmented monoidal
category as in Example 3.17. It was shown in Proposition 3.11 that C B Cop is equivalent to
B–Mod–BpBq as a B-bimodule category. The tensor product on the latter category is given by
pV bW,VbW ,VbW q, where
VbW  pV bW qpIdB bΨB,V b IdW qp∆B b IdVbW q,(3.36)
VbW  pV bW qpIdV bΨW,B b IdBqpIdVbW b∆Bq.(3.37)
for pV,V ,V q, pW,W ,W q objects of B–Mod–BpBq, and accordingly for morphisms. Recall
the equivalence of B-augmented monoidal categories Mod–BpBq  pB–ModpBqqop  Cop from
Lemma 3.19. By Theorem 3.21, the category C B Cop has the structure of a monoidal category
which is equivalent, under the equivalence from Proposition 3.11, to the monoidal structure on
B–Mod–BpBq described above.
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3.4. Balanced Categorical Bimodules. We saw in Section 3.1 that a categorical C-D-bimodule
over monoidal categories C, D in Catck can be defined as a monoidal functor C Dop Ñ EndckpVq.
Working with a B-augmented monoidal categories C and D, we present the following definition of a
suitable category of B-balanced bimodules. Note for this that C and D are B-bimodules with action
induced, via TC : B Ñ C, respectively TD : B Ñ D, from the regular bimodule structure.
Definition 3.24. Let C and D be B-augmented monoidal categories. A B-balanced C-D-bimodule
is a C-D-bimodule V as in Proposition 3.2, together with a natural isomorphism
β :  pIdV TDq

ùñ pTC  IdVq,
satisfying the coherence condition that the diagrams (3.38) and (3.39) commute for any objects V
of V, X,Y of B, M of C, and N of D:
V  TDpX b Y q
βV,XbY //
Vpµ
TD
X,Y q
1

TCpX b Y q  V

µ
TC
X,Y
	1
V

V  TDpXq b TDpY q
ξV,TDpXq,TDpY q

TCpXq b TCpY q  V
χTCpXq,TCpY q,V

pV  TDpXqq  TDpY q
βV,XTDpY q

TCpXq  pTCpY q  V q
TCpXqβ
1
V,Y

pTCpXq  V q  TDpY q
ζTCpXq,V,TDpY q// TCpXq  pV  TDpY qq;
(3.38)
M  ppV  TDpXqq Nq
MpβV,XNq //
Mξ1
V,TDpXq,N

M  ppTCpXq  V q Nq
MζTCpXq,V,N

M  pV  TDpXq bNq
MpVσ1N,Xq

M  pTCpXq  pV Nqq
χ1
M,TCpXq,VN

M  pV N b TDpXqq
MξV,N,TDpXq

M b TCpXq  pV Nq
σM,XpVNq

M  ppV Nq  TDpXqq
ζ1
M,VN,TDpXq

TCpXq bM  pV Nq
χTCpXq,M,VN

pM  pV Nqq  TDpXq
βMpVNq,X // TCpXq  pM  pV Nqq.
(3.39)
In addition, we require
βV,1  IdV .(3.40)
A morphism of B-balanced C-D-bimodules G: pV, βVq Ñ pW, βWq is a functor pG, λ, ρq : V ÑW
of C-D-bimodules such that the diagram
FpV V TDpXqq
FpβVV,Xq //
ρV,TDpXq

FpTCpXq V V q
λTCpXq,V

FpV q W TDpXq
βW
FpV q,X // TCpXq W FpV q
(3.41)
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commutes for all objects V of V and X of B.
A 2-morphism of B-balanced C-D-bimodules is just a 2-morphism of C-D-bimodules. This way,
we obtain the 2-category BiModBC–D of B-balanced bimodules over C as a 2-full subcategory of
BiModC–D. Given two B-balanced C-D-bimodules V , W , we write HomBC–DpV,Wq for the category
for B-balanced morphisms of C-bimodules from V to W. We refer to B-balanced C-C-bimodules
simply as B-balanced C-bimodules.
If we interpret the concept of a B-augmented monoidal category as a categorical analogue of the
concept of a C-augmented C-algebra R, over a commutative ring C, then B-balanced bimodules are
the categorical analogue of an R-bimodule such that the left and right C-action coincide.
A large supply of examples of B-balanced bimodules will be constructed in Proposition 3.41.
Proposition 3.25. The datum of a B-balanced C-D-bimodule for B-augmented monoidal categories
C and D is equivalent to the datum of a monoidal functor  : C  Dop Ñ EndckpVq together with
a structural natural isomorphism µ : 

ùñ pIdb Idq such that the functor  is B-balanced
with balancing η, and satisfies the compatibility that the diagrams (3.42) and (3.43) commute for
any objects M,M 1 of C, N,N 1 of D, and X of B:
pM Nq  ppM 1 b TpXqq bN 1q
pMbNqpηM 1,X,N 1 q//
µ
MbN,pM 1bTpXqqbN 1

pM bNq  pM 1 b pTpXq bN 1qq
µ
MbN,M 1bpTpXqbN 1q

ppM bM 1 b TpXqq b pN 1 bNqq
ηMbM 1,X,N 1bN// ppM bM 1q b pTpXq bN 1 bNqq;
(3.42)
ppM b TpXqq bNq  pM 1 bN 1q
µ
pMbTpXqqbN,M 1bN 1

ηM,X,NpM
1bN 1q
// pM b pTpXq bNqq  pM 1 bN 1q
µ
MbpTpXqbNq,M 1bN 1

ppM b TpXq bM 1q b pN 1 bNqq
ppMbσ1
M 1,X
qbpN 1bNqq

ppM bM 1q b pN 1 b TpXq bNqq
ppNbN 1qbpσN 1,XbNqq

ppM bM 1 b TpXqq b pN 1 bNqq
ηMbM 1,X,N 1bN// ppM bM 1q b pTpXq bN 1 bNqq.
(3.43)
Moreover, a morphism of B-balanced C-bimodules pG, πq : pV,Vq Ñ pW,Wq is a morphism of
bimodules such that the natural isomorphism π in
C Dop V //
W

EndckpVq
π
qy
Gpq

EndckpWq
pqG // HomckpV,Wq
(3.44)
is one of B-balanced functors.
Proof. Assume given a B-balanced module pV, βq. Recall Proposition 3.2 to translate this data into
a monoidal functor V : C Dop Ñ EndckpVq, by setting
pM bNqpV q M  pV Nq,
for objects M of C, N of D, and V of V. To provide a B-balancing for the action functor , we
require natural isomorphisms ηM,X,N,V : M bTpXq pV Nq

ÝÑM pV TpXqbNq. We define
ηM,X,V,N : pM  ξ
1
V,TDpXq,N
qpM  pβ1V,X NqqpM  ζ
1
TCpXq,V,N
qχM,TCpXq,VN .
It then follows that η satisfies Condition (3.16) of a B-balancing isomorphism using Condition (3.38),
naturality, and coherence conditions of the bimodule structure from Eqs. (3.6)–(3.8).
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Now we define
µMbN,M 1bN 1,V :  pM bNq  pM
1 bN 1qpV q

ÝÑ ppM bM 1q b pN 1 bNqqpV q,
µMbN,M 1bN 1,V : χ
1
M,M 1,VN 1bN pM  pM
1  ξ1V,N 1,N qqpM  ζM 1,VN 1,N q.
Next, we observe that η1,X,V,1  β
1
V,X , and the very definition of ηM,X,V,N implies that
ηM,X,V,NµMbN,TCpXqb1,V  µ

MbN,1bTDpXq,V
pM  pη1,X,V,1 Nqq.
This proves the compatibility condition of η with the monoidal structure as in diagram (3.42) in the
case where M 1 bN 1  1b 1. The general case follows as µ is compatible with tensor products.
The second condition, Equation (3.43), can also first verified if M bN  1 b 1. In this case, it
precisely reduces to Equation (3.39). Again, using that µ is compatible with tensor products, the
general case follows.
One further checks that given a morphism of B-balanced bimodules G, by Eq. (3.41) together
with compatibility with the bimodule structures, G is compatible with the balancing isomorphism η
in the sense of Eq. (3.16). This amounts to commutativity of the diagram
GpM b TCpXq  pV Nqq
GpηVM,X,N,V q //
λMbTCpXq,VN

GpM  pV  TDpXq bNqq
λM,VTDpXqbN

M b TCpXq GpV Nq
MbTDpXqρV,N

M GpV  TDpXq bNq
MρV,TDpXqbN

M b TCpXq  pGpV q Nq
ηW
M,X,N,GpV q // M  pGpV q  TDpXq bNq.
(3.45)
A natural isomorphism π as in the diagram of Eq. (3.44) is obtained as
πM,N  pM  ρpq,N qλM,pqN .
It is a morphism of B-balanced functors using that G satisfies the condition of Eq. (3.41).
Conversely, given V as in the statement of the proposition, we define
βV,X : η
1
1,X,1,V .
Conditions (3.38)–(3.39) are now a consequence of Eqs. (3.42), (3.43) and (3.16). A morphism
pG, πq satisfying the conditions of the statement of the proposition provides λM,V  πM,V,1 and
ρV,N  π1,V,N which are compatible with η, so in particular, are compatible with βV,X  η
1
1,X,1,V .
It is readily verified that the two functors described give an equivalence of categories. 
Lemma 3.26. If C is a B-augmented monoidal category, then the regular bimodule on C is a
B-balanced bimodule over C.
Proof. The natural isomorphism σ which is part of the definition of a B-augmented monoidal
category provides a B-balancing for the regular module. 
Theorem 3.27. The k-linear bicategories BiModBC–D and C B Dop–Mod are biequivalent.
Proof. Proposition 3.25 provides a bifunctor BiModBC–D ÝÑ C Dop–Mod. We want to show that
the image p, µq : C  Dop Ñ EndkpVq of a B-balanced bimodule V under this functor factors
through C B Dop. As  is balanced, it follows that there exists a factorization B : C B Dop Ñ
EndkpVq. We want to show that the natural isomorphism µ induces such a natural isomorphism
after passing to the relative tensor product C B Dop defined in Theorem 3.21. We proceed in two
steps, as in the proof of Theorem 3.21.
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First, µ :  

ùñ b is an isomorphism of B-balanced functors which are defined from
C  Dop  C  Dop to EndkpVq, and the B-balancing is defined in the last -product. Here, the
balancing isomorphisms are given by
pM bNq  ppM 1 b TCpXqq bN
1qpV q
pMbNqpηM1,X,N1,V q
ÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ pM bNq  pM 1 b pTCpXq bN
1qqpV q,
ppM bM 1 b TCpXqq b pN
1 bNqpV q
ηMbM1,X,N1bN,V
ÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ ppM bM 1q b pTCpXq bN
1 bNqpV q,
for , respectively,  b. Condition (3.42) gives that µ indeed is a morphism of B-balanced
functors, satisfying the diagram (3.18). Hence, by the universal property of the relative tensor
product, there exists an isomorphism of the factorizations through CDopCBDop. By uniqueness
of the factorization, the coherences of µ making  a monoidal functor also hold for the factorization.
Second, the induced functors , b : CDopCBDop ÝÑ EndckpVq from the first step are
also a B-balanced functors in the first -tensor product. Here, we use the images of the balancing
isomorphisms
ppM b TCpXqq bNq  pM
1 bN 1qpV q
ηM,X,N,pM1bN1qpV q
ÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ pM b pTCpXq bNqq  pM
1 bN 1qpV q,
ppM b TCpXq bM
1q b pN 1 bNqq
η1
MbN,X,M1bN1,V
ÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ ppM bM 1q b pN 1 b TCpXq bNqq,
after factoring through C Dop C BDop, where
η1MbN,X,M 1bN 1,V : ppM bM
1q b pσ1N 1,X bNqqηMbM 1,X,N 1bN,V
 ppM b σ1M 1,Xq b pN
1 bNqqpV q.
Condition (3.43) gives that µ is a morphism of B-balanced functors with respect to these B-
balancing isomorphisms. Hence, again by the universal property, we obtain a natural isomorphism
on the factorizations through pC Dopq pC B Dopq, which is coherent by uniqueness. Thus, there
is a monoidal functor p, µq : C B Dop ÝÑ EndkpVq.
Conversely, given a monoidal functor p, µq : C B Dop ÝÑ EndkpVq, we can consider the
monoidal functor TC,Dop , using the universal functor TC,Dop : C Dop Ñ C B Dop from Definition
3.4, which is monoidal by Theorem 3.21. Hence, this composition is again a monoidal functor. The C-
D-bimodule thus obtained necessarily satisfies the conditions from Eqs. (3.42–(3.43). Moreover, this
assignment upgrades to a bifunctor C B Dop–Mod ÝÑ BiModBC–D which forms local equivalences
with the bifunctor provided in the beginning of the proof. 
3.5. The Relative Monoidal Center. In this section, the relative center of a monoidal category
augmented by a braided monoidal category is discussed.
Definition 3.28. Let C be a B-augmented monoidal category in Catck. The relative monoidal
center of C over B is defined to be the monoidal category
ZBpCq : HomBC–CpC, Cq,
with composition as tensor product
GbH : HG.
An object in ZBpCq is a morphism of C-bimodules φ : C Ñ C commuting, as in Equation (3.41),
with the B-balancing isomorphisms. As the B-balancing isomorphisms on C are given by the
B-augmentation, cf. Example 3.26, the requirement is equivalent to φ commuting the the B-
augmentation, i.e.
φpσM,V q  λ
1
TpV q,MσφpMq,V ρM,TpV q, @M P C, V P B.(3.46)
Theorem 3.29. If C be a B-augmented monoidal category in Catck, then ZBpCq is a braided strict
monoidal category in Catck together with a functor of monoidal categories F: ZBpCq Ñ C. Moreover,
if C is rigid, then so is ZBpCq.
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Proof. By definition, ZBpCq is a strict monoidal category with respect to composition of functors.
Given pG, λG, ρGq, pH, λH, ρHq : C Ñ C, then GH has structural isomorphisms λGHM,V  λGM,HpV qλ
H
M,V ,
and ρGHV,M  λ
G
HpV q,Mλ
H
V,M . This monoidal category is braided, using the braiding ΨG,H,V defined by
the composition
GHpV q  GHp1b V q
GpρH1,V q
ÝÝÝÝÝÑ GpHp1q b V q
λGHp1q,V
ÝÝÝÝÝÑ Hp1q bGpV q
pρH1,GpV qq
1
ÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ Hp1bGpV qq  HGpV q.
The hexagon axioms of a braided monoidal category, cf. [EGNO15, Definition 8.1.1], follow by the
definition of λGH and ρGH as above. There is a monoidal functor F: ZBpCq Ñ C mapping G to Gp1q
which is monoidal. An isomorphism µF is given by the composition of natural isomorphisms
Gp1q bHp1q

λH
Gp1q,1
	1
ÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ HpGp1q b 1q  HGp1q.(3.47)
The naturality square as in [EGNO15, Eq. (2.23)] necessary to make pF, µq a monoidal functor
follows from Eq. (3.11).
We will prove that ZBpCq is rigid provided that C is rigid after Proposition 3.34. 
Example 3.30.
(1) If B  Vectk, and C has countable biproducts, as in Example 3.13, then ZBpCq  ZpCq is
equivalent to the monoidal center from [Maj91] (in the case of the identity functor).
(2) If C is a braided B-augmented monoidal category as in Lemma 3.16, then there exists a
functor of B-augmented monoidal categories C Ñ ZBpCq which is a right inverse to the
forgetful functor. It is defined by mapping M to the functor M b pq of left tensoring by
M , which is in the center using the braiding of C.
Remark 3.31. Note that the definition of the relative monoidal center in [Lau15] is a slightly different
one, which is, in general, not equivalent. There, the goal was to use a set of assumptions in order to
recover the category BBYDpBq in the special case where C  B–ModpBq, cf. [Lau15, Proposition
2.4.7]. Here, the language of B-balanced functors is used to give a more natural construction with
additional properties, for which the Morita dual can be identified, see Section 3.6.
We now give an alternative description of the relative monoidal center analogous to the original
definition of the monoidal center of [Maj91,JS91],.
Definition 3.32. Define the category IsombB pCb IdC , IdC b Cq to consist of objects which are pairs
pV, cq where V is an object of C and c : V b IdC

ùñ IdC bV is a natural isomorphism satisfying that
(i) for two objects M,N of C, the diagram
V bM bN
cMbIdN ((
cMbN // M bN b V
X b V b Y
IdM bcN
66
(3.48)
commutes (tensor product compatibility);
(ii) Any object pV, cq satisfies that for any object X of B, we have
cTpCq  σV,C , (compatibility with augmentation).(3.49)
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A morphisms φ : pV, cq Ñ pW,dq in IsombB pC b IdC , IdC b Cq corresponds to a morphism φ : V ÑW
in C such that the diagram
V bM
cM //
φbM

M b V
Xbφ

W bM
dM // M bW
(3.50)
commutes for any object M of C.
Proposition 3.33. The category IsombB pC b IdC , IdC b Cq is a braided monoidal category.
Proof. It follows directly that IsombB pCb IdC , IdC b Cq is a full monoidal subcategory of the category
IsombpC b IdC , IdC b Cq, which is the monoidal center of [Maj91], as the compatibility of Eq. (3.49)
with the augmentation is stable under composition and tensor products.
We recall that the tensor product of pV, cV q and pW, cW q is defined as pV bW, cVbW q, where
cVbW is defined to make the diagram
V bW bX
IdbcWX ((
cVbWX // X b V bW
V bX bW
cVXbId
66
(3.51)
commute for any object X of C. Note that Equation (3.49) for pV bW, cVbW q translates to diagram
in Eq. (3.24), which holds as C is B-augmented monoidal.
Also recall that a braiding ΨpV,cV q,pW,cW q : pV b W, c
VbW q

ÝÑ pW b V, cWbV q is defined by
ΨpV,cV q,pW,cW q  c
V
W . This is an isomorphism in Isom
b
B pCb IdC , IdC b Cq using b-compatibility from
Eq. (3.48) and naturality of cV applied to cWX , for any object X in C. The braiding axioms also
follow from Eq. (3.48). 
Proposition 3.34. There is an equivalence of braided monoidal categories between ZBpCq and
IsombB pC b IdC , IdC b Cq.
Proof. The equivalence can be obtained by restriction of the known equivalence of ZpCq  IsombpCb
IdC , IdC b Cq, cf. e.g. [EGNO15, Proposition 7.13.8], to the subcategories ZBpCq and IsombB pC b
IdC , IdC b Cq. 
The B-augmented monoidal structure of C gives rise to a functor of braided monoidal categories
B Ñ ZpCq, C ÞÑ pTpCq, σ1q. Now Eq. (3.49) recovers the centralizer condition of [Müg03, Definition
2.6]. Hence, ZBpCq is equivalent to the centralizer of B in ZpCq in the sense of Müger. See also
[DNO13, Section 4] for the case where B is symmetric.
We can now prove that ZBpCq is rigid (i.e. has left duals, see e.g [Maj00, Definition 9.3.1]),
provided that C is rigid. Equivalently, we can prove that IsombB pC b IdC , IdC b Cq is rigid. Given an
object pV, cq, the left dual is defined as pV , cq, where
cM  pevV b IdMbV qpIdbc
1
M b IdqpIdV bM b coevV q.(3.52)
Here, coevV : kÑ V b V , evV : V  b V Ñ k are the structural maps making V  the left dual of V
(cf. [Maj00, Definition 9.3.1]). It follows that pV , cq defines an object in IsombpC b IdC , IdC b Cq,
and we have to verify Eq. (3.49). If M  TpXq, then c1TpXq  σ
1
V,X and we have to show that
cTpXq  σV ,X . This follows, using uniqueness of the inverse, from
cTpXqσ
1
V ,X  IdV bTpXq, σ
1
V ,Xc

TpXq  IdTpXqbV  ,
which is derived from Eq. (3.24) and naturality of σ,X applied to evV and coevV .
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Example 3.35. Let B P BiAlgpBq. We define the category BBYDpBq of Yetter–Drinfeld modules
over B as having objects V P B–ModpBq which, in addition, have a left B-comodule structure in
B, such that the compatibility
pmB b aqpIdB bΨB,B b IdV qp∆b δq
 pmB b IdV qpIdB bΨV,Bqpδab IdV qpIdB bΨB,V qp∆b IdV q.
(3.53)
holds. In graphical calculus notation, that is,
(3.54)  .
Morphisms in BBYDpBq are those commuting with both the left B-action and left B-coaction. The
category BBYDpBq is braided monoidal (see [BD98, Section 4] or [Lau19, Section 2.1] for details).
For a Hopf algebra H in B, a partial dual was defined and the category HHYDpBq was shown to
be equivalent to YD modules over its partial dual in [BLS15].
Proposition 3.36. Let C be the B-augmented monoidal category C  B–ModpBq from Example
3.17. Then there is an equivalence of braided monoidal categories
ZBpCq  BBYDpBq.
Proof. We will construct an equivalence of braided monoidal categories
Φ: IsombB pC b IdC , IdC b Cq

ÝÑ BBYDpBq.
Given an object pV, cq, define ΦpV, cq  V with its B-module structure  : B b V Ñ V . The
morphism
δc : cBpIdV b1q : V Ñ B b V,
where B P B–ModpBq has the regular B-module structure, defines a B-coaction on V . Indeed,
pIdB bδcqδc  cBbBpIdV b1b 1q  cBbBpIdV b∆B1q  p∆B b IdV qδc,
where the last equality uses that ∆B is a morphism of B-modules, which holds by the bialgebra
axiom from Eq. (2.5). Moreover, V becomes a Yetter–Drinfeld module in B. This follows from cB
being a morphism of B-modules, combined with the fact that the product map mB : B bB
triv Ñ B
is a morphism of left B-modules:
pmB bqpIdB bΨB,B b IdV qp∆B b δcq
 cBp bmBqpIdB bΨB,V b IdBqp∆B b IdV b1q
 cBp bmBqpIdB bΨB,V b 1qp∆B b IdV q
 pmB b IdV qpcBbBtriv b IdBqppIdb1q  b IdV qpIdB bΨB,V qp∆B b IdV q
 pmB b IdV qpIdB bcBtrivqpδc b IdBqp b IdV qpIdB bΨB,V qp∆B b IdV q
 pmB b IdV qpIdB bΨB,V qpδc b IdBqp b IdV qpIdB bΨB,V qp∆B b IdV q.
The last equality uses that B–ModpBq is a B-augmented braided monoidal category as in Example
3.17, with augmentation cBtriv  σV,B  ΨV,B.
A morphism in IsombB pC b IdC , IdC b Cq, in particular, commutes with the B-action and λB, and
is hence a morphism in BBYDpBq. Thus, we obtain a functor Φ as claimed. For two objects pV, cq
and pW,dq in IsombB pC b IdC , IdC b Cq, the calculation
δcbd
p3.51q
 pcB b IdW qpIdV bdBqpIdVbW b1q
 pcB b IdW qpIdV bmB b IdW qpIdV b1b dBqpIdVbW b1q
 pmB b IdVbW qpIdB bΨV,B b IdW qpδc b δdq
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shows that the functor Φ is monoidal. Here, we again use that the map mB : B bB
triv Ñ B is a
morphism of left B-modules. Moreover, it follows that
ΨpV,cq,pW,dq  cW  cW pIdW bqpIdW b1b IdV q
 p b IdV qpIdV b cW trivqpδc b IdW q
 p b IdV qpIdV bΨV,W qpδc b IdW q  Ψ
YD
V,W ,
using that  : B bW triv ÑW is a morphism of left B-modules in B and applying naturality to it.
Hence, Φ is a functor of braided monoidal categories.
An inverse to Φ can be constructed using the last calculation which is valid even if W is any
B-module — not necessarily coming from an object pW,dq. It shows that cW can be recovered from
δc. Hence, we obtain an equivalence of categories as stated. 
Example 3.37 ([BV13, Prop. 2.13]). Let C be a monoidal category and H P HopfpZpCqq. Then one
can define a monoidal structure on H–ModpCq using the half-braiding of H. There is an equivalence
of braided monoidal categories between HHYDpZpCqq and ZpH–ModpCqq. Using Proposition 3.36
this implies that ZZpCqpH–ModpZpCqqq is equivalent to ZpH–ModpCqq.
Lemma 3.38. Let B be a bialgebra in B and consider the B-augmented monoidal category C 
CoMod–BpBq as in Example 3.18. Then there is an equivalence of k-linear braided monoidal
categories ZBpCq  YDBBpBq.
Proof. We can define a right B-module structure on an object pV, cq of IsombB pC b Id, Idb Cq by
 : pεb IdV qcB and proceed dually to the proof of Proposition 3.36. 
In particular, if B is a Hopf algebra in B, then the relative centers of copB–ModpBq and
CoMod–BpBq are equivalent by [Lau19, Lemma 2.5].
Note that BBYDpBq is in general not B-augmented. The trivial Yetter–Drinfeld module structure
can only be defined on objects of B for which the braiding squares to the identity. However, this
only holds for all objects of B if B is symmetric monoidal. Hence the monoidal center ZBpCq for C
a B-augmented monoidal category is not B-augmented, in general.
We further note that [Gre13b] provides a result in which a different object is referred to as the
relative center — the center of a bimodule category V over C. It is shown there that this center is
equivalent to HomCCoppC,Vq. This category is naturally a categorical module over ZpCq, but not
monoidal.
3.6. Modules over the Relative Monoidal Center. We observe that there are two natural
ways to produce categorical modules over ZBpCq, summarized in the following lemma.
Lemma 3.39. Let C be a B-augmented monoidal category in Catck. There are k-linear 2-functors
HomC–CpC,q : BiModC–C ÝÑ ZBpCq–Mod,
V ÞÝÑ HomC–CpC,Vq,
HomBC–CpC,q : BiModBC–C ÝÑ ZBpCq–Mod,
W ÞÝÑ HomBC–CpC,Wq.
For both, the action of ZBpCq is given by pre-composition of functors. In fact, the containment
HomBC–CpC,Wq  HomC–CpC,W|C–Cq(3.55)
is one of ZBpCq-modules. Here, we use the k-linear 2-functor
pq|C–C : BiMod
B
C–C ÝÑ : BiModC–C ,
where W|C–C is W as C-bimodule category, forgetting about the B-balanced structure. In fact, we
can construct a right 2-adjoint to the 2-functor pq|C–C. Here, 2-adjoint refers to an adjoint as
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a Catck-enriched functor, in the sense of [Kel05, Section 1.11]. For this, we require the following
construction, generalizing Definition 3.32.
Definition 3.40. Let C, D be monoidal categories together with a monoidal functor G: D Ñ C.
Further let V be an C-bimodule. Define the category IsombpV G,G Vq to consist of objects
pV, φq, where V is an object of V, and φ : V G ùñ G V is a natural isomorphism satisfying the
condition that the diagram
V GpX b Y q
VpµGq1X,Y

φXbY // GpX b Y q  V
V GpXq bGpY q
ξV,X,Y

GpXq bGpY q  V
µGX,Y V
OO
pV GpXqq GpY q
φXGpY q

GpXq  pGpY q  V q
χ1X,Y,V
OO
pGpXq  V q GpY q
ζX,V,Y // GpXq  pV GpY qq
GpXqφY
OO
(3.56)
commutes for any objects X,Y of D. A morphisms f : pV, φq Ñ pW,ψq in IsombpV  T,T Vq is
a morphism in V such that
ψXpf bGpXqq  pGpXq b fqφX .(3.57)
The above construction of IsombpV  G,G  Vq can be extended to a 2-functor, turning C-
bimodules into B-balanced bimodules.
Proposition 3.41. The assignment V ÞÑ VB : IsombpV  T,T  Vq extends to a 2-functor
pqB : BiModC–C Ñ BiMod
B
C–C.
Proof. We construct VB : IsombpVT,TVq as a B-balanced bimodule. Since C is B-augmented,
this category becomes a C-bimodule. The left action X  pV, φq is the pair pX  V,X  φq, where
X  φ is the composition
X  φ  χpσ  V qχ1pX  φqζ.
The right action pV, φq X is the pair pV X,φXq, where φX is the composition
φX  ζpφXqξpV  σqξ1.
The structural isomorphisms χ, ξ, ζ for VB can be taken to be the corresponding isomorphisms
coming from the C-bimodule structure of V. We first have to verify that these are morphisms
in VB. This follows using b-compatibility of σ and φ, combined with the coherence of V as an
C-bimodule. To demonstrate this idea, we prove the property that for any objects M,N of C,
χM,N,V is a morphism in VB. That is, we have to verify commutativity of the diagram
pM bN  V q  TX
pMbNφqX //
χM,N,V TX

TX  pM bN  V q
TXχM,N,V

pM  pN  V qq  TX
pMpNφqqX// TX  pM  pN  V qq.
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This follows from the calculation
pTX  χM,N,V qpM bN  φqX
pTX  χM,N,V qχTX,MbN,V pσMbN,X  V qχ
1
MbN,TX,V pM bN  φXqζMbN,V,TX
χTX,M,NV χTXbM,N,V pσM,X bN  V qpM b σN,X  V qχ
1
MbN,TX,V pM bN  φXqζMbN,V,TX
χTX,M,NV pσM,X  pN  V qqχ
1
M,TX,NV pM  χTX,N,V qpM  pσN,X  V qqχM,NbTX,V
χ1MbN,TX,V pM bN  φXqζMbN,V,TX
χTX,M,NV pσM,X  pN  V qqχ
1
M,TX,NV pM  χTX,N,V qpM  pσN,X  V qqpM  χ
1
N,TX,V q
pM  pN  φXqqpM  ζM,V,TXqζM,NV,TXpχM,N,V  TXq
χTX,M,NV pσM,X  pN  V qqχ
1
M,TX,NV pM  pN  φqXqζM,NV,TXpχM,N,V  TXq
pM  pN  φqqXpχM,N,V  TXq.
The first equality is the definition of pM b N  φq. In the second equality we use Eq. (3.24)
and Eq. (3.1). The third equality applies naturality of χ to the morphism σM,X in the second
b-component, and then uses naturality of χ applied to σN,X (under application of Eq. (3.1)). Again
under application of the left module coherence and Eq. (3.8), the forth equality applies naturality
of χ to φX . The last two equalities follows by definition of M  pN  φq.
Next, we check that V is a B-balanced C-bimodule. This follows using the natural isomorphism
βpV,φq,X  φX : V  TX

ÝÑ TX  V.
The isomorphism β defined this way is, by Eq. (3.56), compatible with b as required in Eq. (3.38).
The compatibility condition (3.39) holds by the way in which M  pφNq is defined. However,
we have to verify that β is indeed a morphism in VB. This follows from naturality of φ applied to
TpΨX,Y q, using Eq. (3.21), and the b-compatibility from Eq. (3.56). Indeed,
pTY  φXqpφ TXqY  pTY  φXqζTY,V,TXpφX  TXqξV,TY,TXpV  σTX,Y qξ
1
V,TX,TY
 χTY,TX,V ppµ
T
Y,Xq
1  V qφYbXpV  µ
T
Y,XqpV  σTX,Y qξ
1
V,TX,TY
 χTY,TX,V pσTX,Y  V qp
 
µTX,Y
1
 V qφXbY pV  µ
T
X,Y qξ
1
V,TX,TY
 χTY,TX,V pσTX,Y  V qχ
1
TX,TY,V pTX  φY qζTX,V,TY pφV  TY q
 pTX  φqY pφX  TY q.
Now assume given a morphism of C-bimodules F: V ÑW. We can define an induced morphism
FB : VB ÑWB by declaring that an object pV, φq be mapped to the pair pFpV q, φFpV qq, where
φFpV q  λTX,V FpφXqρ
1
V,TX .
It follows that φFpV q satisfies the required tensor compatibility from Eq. (3.56) using that φ itself
satisfies this compatibility, and that F is a morphism of bimodules. Functoriality is also readily
verified using that the composition of two morphisms of C-bimodules is again a morphism of
C-bimodules. Finally, FB is a morphism of B-balanced bimodules as by construction of φFpV q the
diagram
FpV  TXq
FpβpV,φq,XqFpφXq //
ρV,TX

FpTX  V q
λTX,V

FpV q  TX
β
pFV,φFV q,X
λTX,V FpφXqρ
1
V,TX // TX  FpV q
commutes. 
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The functor thus constructed provides a right 2-adjoint to the functor pq|C–C of forgetting the
B-augmented structure:
Theorem 3.42. Given a B-balanced C-bimodule W and a C-bimodule V, there exists is an isomor-
phism of categories in Catck
HomC–CpW|C–C ,Vq  Hom
B
C–CpW,VBq
which is natural in W and V.
Proof. Assume given a morphism G: W|C–C Ñ V of C-bimodules. The bimodule W is B-balanced.
This means, in particular, that there exists natural isomorphisms βW,X : W  TpXq Ñ TpXq W
for any objects W of W and X of B. In order to construct a morphism of bimodules GB : W Ñ VB
we map an object W PW to the pair pGpW q, φGpW qq, where φGpW q  λGpβW,Xqρ1. Indeed, φGpW q
satisfies the b-compatibility of Eq. (3.56), which follows, under application of naturality of λ, ρ and
µT, from Eq. (3.38). Functoriality of GB is clear by construction.
Next, we check that GB is a morphism of B-balanced C-bimodule. Indeed, the compatibility of β
which makes W a B-balanced C-bimodules with the structural isomorphisms of C as a B-augmented
monoidal category imply that φGpW q satisfies b-compatibility of Eq. (3.56). Conversely, given a
morphism of B-balanced bimodules H: W Ñ VB we can restrict to a morphism H|C–C : W|C–C Ñ V .
Starting with a morphism H: W Ñ VB, we consider pH|C–CqB, which maps an object W to the
pair pHpW q, λHpβqρ1q. But as H is a morphism of B-balanced bimodules, we see that
λTX,WHpβW,Xqρ
1
W,TpXq 

φHpW q
	
X
,
and hence, pH|C–CqB  H. On the other hand, given a morphism G: W|C–C Ñ V, consider the
morphism of C-bimodules GB|C–C. It is clear that GB|C–C pW q  GpW q. This shows the claimed
isomorphisms of k-linear categories.
It remains to show that the isomorphism of categories in the statement of the theorem are natural
in W and V. To this end, let G: W|C–C Ñ V, F: V Ñ V 1 be morphisms of C-bimodules, and
H: W Ñ W 1, G1 : W 1 Ñ VB be a morphism of B-balanced C-bimodule morphisms. Consider the
compositions
W|C–C
G //
FG
''
V
F

V 1
,
W G
1H //
H

VB
W 1
G1
77
.
We want to show that FBGB  pFGqB and pG
1Hq|C–C  G
1|C–C H|C–C . First,
FBGBpW q  FBpGpW q, φ
GpW qq  pFGpW q, φFGpW qq  pFGqB,
which uses a very similar argument as in the proof of functoriality of pqB in Proposition 3.41.
Further, for a morphism f in W , both sides evaluate to FGpW q. The second equality is clear. This
concludes the proof of functoriality, and hence the proof of the theorem, as we observe that the
adjunction is Catck-enriched, in the sense of [Kel05, Section 1.11], since we have an isomorphism of
categories rather than a bijection of sets. 
Under the biequivalence from Theorem 3.27, we may reformulate the 2-adjuction as a collection
of equivalences of categories
HomCCoppW|B ,Vq  HomCBCoppW,VBq
which is natural in W and V . Here, V is a CCop-module and W is a CB Cop-module. The module
W|B is the restriction of the action along the universal functor B: C  Cop Ñ C B Cop.
As a consequence, we obtain a relationship between the two natural ways to introduce categorical
modules over the relative monoidal center ZBpCq presented in Lemma 3.39.
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Corollary 3.43. In the setup of Theorem 3.42, there are isomorphisms of ZBpCq-modules
HomC–CpC,Vq  HomBC–CpC,VBq,
which are natural in V.
Example 3.44. Let B P BiAlgpBq, where B  H–Mod, for H a quasi-triangular Hopf algebra over
k. Then C  B–ModpVectkq is a bimodule over B using the induced bimodule structure. It follows
that CB is equivalent to the category B–ModpBq.
Example 3.45. Given functors of B-augmented monoidal categories H1,H2 : C Ñ D, we can define
the bimodule H1CH2 .
A special case is to use the functor triv : TF: C Ñ C. We call the ZBpCq-module HBpCq :
HomBC–CpC, regCtrivq the relative Hopf center of C over B. We will see in Example 4.2 how this name
is justified by a characterization using Hopf modules as in [Lau15].
When working with finite multitensor tensor categories [EGNO15, Sections 1.8, 4.1], stronger
statements can be derived. It follows that the finite multitensor categories ZBpCq and C B Cop are
categorically Morita equivalent, in the terminology of [EGNO15, Section 7.12], as their 2-categories
of modules are biequivalent.
Corollary 3.46. If B and C are finite k-multitensor categories, then HomCBCoppC,q is part of a
biequivalence of 2-categories between C B Cop–Mod and ZBpCq–Mod.
Proof. The category C B Cop is a k-multitensor category by Theorem 3.21 and finite by [DSPS19,
Theorem 3.3]. Further, with the construction of the functors in Lemma 3.39, we have that
ZBpCq is the image of the regular B-balanced bimodule C. This multitensor category is finite by
[EGNO15, Proposition 7.11.6]. Now, the C B Cop-module C is faithful as no non-zero object acts
by zero on it. Hence, by [EGNO15, Theorem 7.12.16], the functor HomCBCoppC,q is part of an
equivalence of categories. 
This result is a version of [EGNO15, Proposition 7.13.8], [Ost03a, Section 2] for the relative
monoidal center.
4. Representation-Theoretic Examples
In this section, we apply the general results from the previous section to monoidal categories of
representation-theoretic origin. This way, the results of this paper can, in particular, be applied to
quantum groups Uqpgq for generic q (see Section 4.3) and small quantum groups uεpgq (see Section
4.4), where ε is a root of unity.
4.1. Yetter–Drinfeld Module Tensor Actions. Let B be a braided monoidal category with
braiding Ψ. The category B–ModpBq (or B–CoModpBq) of modules (respectively, comodules)
over a bialgebra B in B is a monoidal category. Hence, we can again consider (co)algebra objects in
this category.
Recall Proposition 3.36 which states that the relative center ZBpCq is equivalent as a braided
monoidal category to the category of Yetter–Drinfeld modules BBYDpBq. The constructions in Section
3 lead to the following statement, for which a more direct proof was given in [Lau19, Theorem 2.3].
We give an alternative proof here.
Corollary 4.1. Let B be a bialgebra in B, C  B–ModpBq and A an algebra in B–CoModpBq.
There is a left categorical action of the center ZBpCq  BBYDpBq:
 : BBYDpBqA–ModpB–CoModpBqq ÝÑ A–ModpB–CoModpBqq.
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An object pV, aV , δV q of
B
BYDpBq acts on an object pW,aW , δW q of A–ModpB–CoModpBqq by
pV, aV , δV q  pW,aW , δW q : pV bW,aVW , δVW q,(4.1)
aVW : paV b aW qpIdB bΨA,V b IdW qpδA b IdVbW q,(4.2)
δVW : pmB b IdVbW qpIdB bΨV,B b IdW qpδV b δW q.(4.3)
Proof. We note that the result is a special case of Lemma 3.39, under the equivalence from Proposition
3.36. For this, we consider the category V  A–ModpBq. Note that these are not modules in
B–CoModpBq. We now give V a B-balanced C-bimodule structure. First, there is the trivial right
action, just given by tensoring in B, with the A-action given on the A-module factor (the first tensor
factor) only. Second, we can obtain a left action of C on V as follows: Given a left A-module pV,V q
and a left B-module pW,W q, we can define a left A-module structure on W bV using the A-action
WbV  pW bV qpIdB bΨA,W b IdV qpδA b IdWbV q.(4.4)
Now consider, the left ZBpCq-module HomBC–CpC,Vq, and claim that it is equivalent to the category
A–ModpB–CoModpBqq. Indeed, a C-bimodule functor φ is uniquely determined by the image
V  φp1q of 1, together with a natural isomorphism c : V b F

ùñ Fb V satisfying b-compatibility,
and compatibility with the augmentation, from Definition 3.40. Proceeding similarly to 3.34, we see
that there is an equivalence of B-balanced bimodules
HomBC–CpC,Vq  IsombB pV  F,F Vq  VB.
It can be shown that IsombB pV  F,F Vq  A–ModpB–CoModpBqq using a similar argument as
used in Proposition 3.36. 
We observe that the underlying B-comodule structure in the above categorical action of the center
is given by the monoidal structure in B–CoModpBq, where the A-action is a generalization of the
induced action (which is recovered in the case where H  k was simply a field and B  Vectk).
Hence the result of Theorem 4.1 can be interpreted as a natural generalization of the induced action
to comodule algebras, which requires the use of the monoidal center as the category B–CoModpBq
does not act on A–ModpB–CoModpBqq in a similar, non-trivial way.
Example 4.2.
(i) Note that B is always a comodule algebra Breg with respect to the regular coaction given
by ∆. This case gives the category B–ModpB–CoModpBqq, which is also known as the
category BBHpBq of Hopf modules over B in B. A left Hopf module is an object V in B which
is both a left B-module, with action , and left a B-comodule, with coaction δ, such that
the structures satisfy the compatibility condition
δ  pmB bqpIdB bΨB,B b IdV qp∆b δq, ô  .(4.5)
In [Lau15], the category of Hopf modules is described by a general categorical construction,
called the Hopf center. The result of a categorical action of the monoidal (or Drinfeld center)
on the Hopf center is hence a special case of Theorem 4.1. Such a result was first proved in
[Lu94] in the case of finite-dimensional Hopf algebras over a field k.
(ii) We can also view B as a comodule algebra Btriv with respect to the trivial coaction (via the
counit ε) on itself. In this case, the category Btriv–ModpB–ModpBqq consist of simultaneous
left B-modules and comodules such that the structures commute, i.e. an object pV,, δq
with action  and coaction δ satisfying
δ  pIdB bqpΨB,B b IdV qpIdB bδq.(4.6)
In this case, there is an action of B–CoModpBq on Btriv–ModpB–ModpBqq and the action
of the center factors through this action via the forgetful functor BBYDpBq Ñ B–CoModpBq.
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We can also provide a version of Corollary 4.1 for module algebras.
Corollary 4.3. Let B a bialgebra in B, C  Mod–BpBq and A an algebra in Mod–BpBq. There
is a left categorical action of the center ZBpCq  YDBBpBq:
 : YDBBpBqA–ModpMod–BpBqq ÝÑ A–ModpMod–BpBqq.
An object pV, aV , δV q of YD
B
BpBq acts on an object pW,aW , bW q of A–ModpMod–BpBqq, where
aW : AbW ÑW and bW : W bB ÑW are A-, respectively B-actions, by
pV, aV , δV q  pW,aW , bW q : pV bW,aVW , bVW q,(4.7)
aVW : pIdV baW qpIdV bbA b IdW qpΨA,V b IdBbW qpIdAbδV b IdW q,(4.8)
bVW : pbV b bW qpIdV bΨW,B b IdBqpIdVbW b∆Bq.(4.9)
Proof. First note that aVW can be used to define a left action of C  CoMod–BpBq on V 
A–ModpBq. Similarly to the proof of Corollary 4.1, one can show — by making V a B-balanced
C-bimodule by using the trivial C-action on the right — that HomC–CpC,Vq is equivalent to
A–ModpMod–BpBqq. This way, the statement is a corollary of Lemma 3.39. For a direct proof,
see [Lau19, Theorem 2.4]. 
4.2. Applications to Braided Drinfeld Doubles. In this section, apply the results of this paper
to categories of modules over braided Drinfeld doubles, and explain connections to the construction
of comodule algebras and 2-cocycles over these double from [Lau19]. For this, let B  H–Mod for
a quasi-triangular k-Hopf algebra H throughout this section.
To define the braided Drinfeld double DrinHpC,Bq (due to [Maj00,Maj99], where this construction
is called the double bosonization), we let B and C be braided bialgebras B with a non-degenerate
Hopf algebra pairing ev : C bB Ñ k. Then DrinHpC,Bq is a Hopf algebra such that there is a fully
faithful monoidal functor
B
BYDpBq ÝÑ DrinHpC,Bq–Mod.
It induces an equivalence BBYDpBq  DrinHpC,Bq–ModClf to the category of modules with locally
finite C-action, i.e. modules V where dimpC  vq   8 for any v P V . In the case where H  k, and
B is a finite-dimensional Hopf algebra with C  B the dual Hopf algebra, this recovers a version
of the quantum double DrinpBq of [Dri86], and BBYD  DrinpBq–Mod is an equivalence of braided
monoidal categories (see e.g. [Kas95, Section IX.5] for a direct proof).
In the finite-dimensional case, Theorem 3.27 and Corollary 3.46 provide a new characterization of
categorical modules. For this, we use the superscript fd to restrict to finite-dimensional objects.
Corollary 4.4. If C,B are dually paired Hopf algebras in B  H–Mod, then there is a bifunctor
from categorical modules over B–Mod–BpBq to categorical modules over DrinHpC,Bq–ModClf .
If B is a finite-dimensional Hopf algebra in B and B its dual, then this bifunctor is a biequivalence,
i.e. the categories DrinHpB
, Bq–Modfd and B–Modfd–BpBq are categorically Morita equivalent.
We can further described B–Mod–BpBq as modules over a Hopf algebra.
Definition 4.5. Let B be a Hopf algebra in B. We can define a Hopf algebra structure on
B  bH bB, where B  and B are two copies of the algebra B. The algebra structure is given
by requiring that B , B, and H are subalgebras, such that
bd  pRp2q  dqpRp1q  bq, hb  php1q  bqhp2q, hd  php1q  dqhp2q,(4.10)
for b P B , d P B, and h P H. The coproduct is given on generators by
∆phq  ∆Hphq, ∆pbq  bp1qR
p2q b pRp1q  bp2qq, ∆pdq  R
p1qdp2q b pR
p2q  dp1qq.(4.11)
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Here bp1q b bp2q and dp1q b dp2q denote the coproduct of B. The counit is given by εB b εH b εB.
The antipode S is given by
Sphq  SHphq, Spbq  SpR
p2qpRp1q  SBpbqq, Spdq  SpR
p1qqpRp2q  S1B pdqq.(4.12)
The resulting Hopf algebra is denoted by pB b copBqoH.
He note that if B is a self-dual Hopf algebra in B (for example, a Nichols algebra [AS02]), then
pBb copBqoH has the same coalgebra structure as DrinHpC,Bq, but the algebra structure is easier.
Proposition 4.6. Let B be a Hopf algebra in B. Then there is an equivalence of monoidal categories
B–Mod–BpBq  pB b copBqoH–Mod.
Proof. Assume given an object V in B–Mod–BpBq with left actions of B and H denoted by  and
right B-action . Then a left action  of pB b copBqoH is defined by
h v  h v, b v  b v, d v  pRp1q  vq  S1B pR
p2q  dq,
for v P V , b P B , c P B, and h P H. We note that the right action of B is obtained from the left
B action through the functor Φ1 in Lemma 3.19. 
Further, the results of this paper relate to the constructions of comodule algebras over the braided
Drinfeld double in [Lau19]. Let A be a left B-comodule algebra in B  H–Mod. It was shown in
[Lau19, Corollary 3.8] that the braided crossed product Ao copC oH is a DrinHpC,Bq-comodule
algebra. Therefore, there is a categorical action of DrinHpC,Bq–Mod on Ao copC oH–Mod, such
that the fully faithful functor (obtained by using the pairing ev)
A–ModpB–CoModpBqq ÝÑ Ao copC oH–Mod
is one of ZBpCq-modules. The action of the former is given by Corollary 4.1, and the action on the
latter is given by restricting the DrinHpC,B–Modq-action to the subcategory
B
BYDpBq  ZBpCq.
As examples for the braided crossed product, we may consider the braided Heisenberg double
HeisHpC,Bq or the twisted tensor product algebra B bΨ1 C o H (see [Lau19, Section 3.3] for
details).
Related to this, there exists two maps of spaces of left 2-cocycles in non-abelian cohomology
[Lau19, Section 4.4]:
IndB : H
2
HpB, kq ÝÑ H2pDrinHpC,Bq,kq, IndC : H2HpcopC,kq ÝÑ H2pDrinHpC,Bq,kq.
It follows that if an algebra A is a 2-cocycle twist of the bialgebra B in B by a cocycle τ , then
A o copC o H is a 2-cocycle twist by IndBpτq, cf. [Lau15, Proposition 3.8.4]. As a special case,
HeisHpC,Bq is a 2-cocycle twist of DrinHpC,Bq by the 2-cocycle IndBptrivq for the trivial 2-cocycle
of B. This result generalizes the theorem from [Lu94] for finite-dimensional k-Hopf algebras.
4.3. Applications to Generic Quantum Groups. The construction of ZBpCq is motivated by
the representation theory of quantum groups Uqpgq as discussed in the introduction, see Section 1.2.
We will discuss first applications to this setup. A more detailed study of representation-theoretic
applications in this important example will appear elsewhere.
For this section, denote by F the field kpqq for a generic variable q over k. Following Lusztig
[Lus10] fix a Cartan datum I. That is, a finite index set I together with a symmetric bilinear form 
on the free abelian group L : ZxIy  Zxgi | i P Iy, such that i  i is even, and aij : 2 ijii P Z¤0,
for all i  j. We can use this datum to define a dual R-matrix on the category L–CoMod by
Rpgi, gjq  q
ij . The braided monoidal category thus obtained is denoted by L–CoModq.
We now define E : Fxei | i P Iy to be the left L-comodule where δpeiq  gi b ei, and
F : Fxfi | i P Iy the left dual L-comodule, i.e. δpfiq  g1i b fi. A duality pairing can be given by
xei, fjy 
δi,j
qi  q
1
i
,(4.13)
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where qi : q
ii{2. Using the dual R-matrix, E and F become dually paired Yetter–Drinfeld modules
over the lattice L. The L-actions are given by
gi  ej  q
ijej , gi  fj  q
ijfj .(4.14)
Hence, we can consider the Nichols algebras (or Nichols–Woronowicz algebras) Uqpn q : BpEq,
Uqpnq : BpF q. See e.g [AS02] for details on this construction. We note that Uqpn q and Uqpnq
are dually paired braided Hopf algebras in L–CoModq which are primitively generated. That is,
∆peiq  ei b 1  1b ei, ∆pfiq  fi b 1  1b fi.(4.15)
The pairing of the braided Hopf algebra is the unique extension ev of the pairing of E and F to one
of braided Hopf algebras (see [Lus10, Proposition 1.2.3]). It is a theorem of [Maj99] and [Som96]
that there exists an isomorphism of Hopf algebras between DrinHpUqpnq, Uqpn qq and Uqpgq, where
g denotes the semi-simple Lie algebra corresponding to the Cartan datum I, and H  Uqptq is a
group algebra generated by Ki for i P I (cf. also [Lau19, Theorem 3.25]).
1
Here, we use the following version of the quantum group Uqpgq. The algebra Uqpgq is generated
by Ei, Fi,K
1
i , for i P I, subject to relations
KiEj  q
ijEjKi, KiFj  q
ijFjKi, K
1
i K
	1
i  1, rEi, Fjs  δi,j
Ki K
1
i
qi  q
1
i
,(4.16)
1aij¸
k0
p1qk

1 aij
k


qi
E
1aijk
i EjE
k
i  0,
1aij¸
k0
p1qk

1 aij
k


qi
F
1aijk
i FjF
k
i  0,(4.17)
for i  j P I. Here,
 
n
m

q

rnsq !
rmsq !rnmsq !
, for n ¥ m, where rnsq 
qnqn
qq1
. We use the coproduct
∆pKiq  Ki bKi, ∆pEiq  Ei bKi   1b Ei, ∆pFiq  Fi b 1 K
1
i b Fi.(4.18)
This version of the quantum group appears e.g. in [CP95, Section 9.1]. It is the coopposite Hopf
algebra of the quantum group of [Jan96, Chapter 4].
Theorem 4.7. Let B  L–CoModq and C  Uqpnq–ModpBq. Then the category ZBpCq is
equivalent to the full subcategory of Uqpgq-modules V s.t.
(i) V is a weight module, i.e. V 
À
iPL Vi, where Kj  vi  q
ijvi for any vi P Vi;
(ii) V is locally finite over Uqpn q, i.e. dimpUqpn q  vq   8 for any v P V .
That is, V is a Uqpn q-locally finite weight module over Uqpgq. We denote the full subcategory of
Uqpgq–Mod of such modules by Uqpgq–Mod
Uqpn qlfw.
Proof. Recall that ZBpCq 
Uqpnq
Uqpnq
YDpBq by Proposition 3.36. Given a Yetter–Drinfeld module over
Uqpnq with action fi  v, and coaction δpvq  v
p1q b vp0q for v P V , we define a Uqpgq action by
Ki  v  q
i|v|v, Fi  v  fi  v, Ei  v  q
i|vp0q| evpei b v
p1qq  vp0q,
where v ÞÑ |v|bv is the L-grading of V . The action of Fi is locally finite by construction. One checks
that this action preserves the quantum group relations. Further, any morphism in
Uqpnq
Uqpnq
YDpBq is a
morphism of the corresponding Uqpgq-module. As the pairing is non-degenerate, any Uqpn q-locally
finite Uqpgq-module, with action of the Ki induced by an L-grading, arises this way. This uses that
the dual R-matrix of kL induces a non-generate Hopf algebra pairing of kL with the group algebra
K generated by the Ki (using that q is generic). 
1In [Maj99] and [Lau19], uqpnq is the left dual of uqpn q. In the present paper, we reverse the roles so that uqpn q
acts locally finitely in Theorem 4.7.
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Note that the above conditions on Uqpgq modules are two out of the three conditions used to
define the category Oq for quantum groups in [AM15]. Modules in ZBpCq are not necessarily finitely
generated. Note that, however, unlike ZBpCq, Oq is not a monoidal category as the requirement of
finite generation is not stable under taking tensor products over F.
The category C B Cop is, by Proposition 3.11 and Example 3.23, equivalent as a monoidal
category to Uqpnq–Mod–UqpnqpL–CoModqq. This category can be identified as the category
Tqpgq–Mod
w of weight modules (that is, modules satisfying condition (i) from Theorem 4.7) over
the following Hopf algebra:
Definition 4.8. Consider the Hopf algebra Tqpgq generated by xi, yi,Ki,K
1
i for i P I, subject to
the relations
xiyj  q
ijyjxi, Kixj  q
ijxjKi, Kiyj  q
ijyjKi, K
1
i K
	1
i  1(4.19)
1aij¸
k0
p1qk

1 aij
k


qi
x
1aijk
i xjx
k
i  0,
1aij¸
k0
p1qk

1 aij
k


qi
y
1aijk
i yjy
k
i  0,(4.20)
with coproducts defined on generators by
∆pxiq  xi b 1 K
1
i b xi, ∆pyiq  yi b 1 Ki b yi, ∆pKiq  Ki bKi.(4.21)
It was shown in [Mas08, Example 5.4] that Uqpgq is related to a version of Tqpgq via so-called Doi
twist. That is, a two-sided twist of the algebra structure by a 2-cocycle.
The constructions of this paper, see Section 3.6, imply that given a categorical module over
Tqpgq–Mod
w of weight modules over Tqpgq, we can construct a categorical module over the category
Uqpgq–Mod
Uqpn qlfw. Further, this constructions is bifunctorial.
4.4. Applications to Small Quantum Groups. In this section, we explain how to obtain the
small quantum group uεpgq as a braided Drinfeld double, and apply the results of this paper to this
example as a main application.
Let pI, q be a Cartan datum (as in the previous section) which is assumed to be of finite type.
Denote the associated Lie algebra by g. Assume that k is a field of characteristic zero and ε P k a
primitive l-th root of unity, where l ¥ 3 is an odd integer (assume that l is coprime to 3 if g contains
a G2-factor). Note that ε
2 is also a primitive l-th root of unity. We set εi : ε
ii{2.
Let K  xk1, . . . , kny be the abelian group generated by ki such that k
l
i  1. Consider the group
algebra kK as a quasi-triangular Hopf algebra with universal R-matrix given by
R 
1
|I|l
¸
i,j PZlxIy
εijki b kj.(4.22)
Similarly to Section 4.3, we can define a kK-module E  kxei | i P Iy, with action given by
ki  ej  ε
ijej . The universal R-matrix induces a coaction on E given by
δpeiq  R
p2q b pRp1q  eiq  ki b ei.(4.23)
Consider the dual kK-module F  kxfi | i P Iy, with action given by ki  fj  εijfj . Following
[Lus10], the pairing x , y : E b F Ñ k, xfi, ejy  δi,jpεi  ε1i q1 uniquely extends to a pairing
ev : T pEq b T pF q ÝÑ k. of primitively generated Hopf algebras in K–Modq. The quotients by the
left and right radical of the pairing ev yields braided Hopf algebras BpEq, BpF q, so-called Nichols
algebras [AS02], such that the induced non-degenerated pairing ev on BpEq b BpF q is one of Hopf
algebras. It is well-known, see e.g. [AS00, Section 3], that BpEq can be identified with uεpn q, and
BpF q with uεpnq. In addition to the quantum Serre relations of Eq. (4.17), with ei, fi, εi instead of
Ei, Fj , qi, these algebras satisfy the nilpotency relations e
l
α  0, f
l
α  0, for all positive roots α.
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The following theorem can be found in [Shi16, Section 6.5]. Here, it is derived similarly to
[Lau19, Theorem 3.25]. Details on the version of the small quantum group uεpgq (in the De
Concini–Kac–Procesi form) used here can be found in [BG02, Chapter III.6].2
Theorem 4.9. There is an isomorphism of Hopf algebras between DrinkKpBpEq,BpF qq and uεpgq.
Proof. The braided Drinfeld double is the Hopf algebra generated by ei, fi, k
1
i subject to the
relations
kiej  ε
ijejki, kifj  ε
ijfjki, k
1
i k
	1
i  1, eifj  ε
ijfjei  δi,j
1 k2i
εi  ε
1
i
,
1aij¸
k0
p1qk

1 aij
k


qi
e
1aijk
i eje
k
i  0,
1aij¸
k0
p1qk

1 aij
k


qi
f
1aijk
i fjf
k
i  0,
elα  0, f
l
α  0,
with coproducts given by
∆pkiq  ki b ki, ∆peiq  ei b 1  k
1
i b ei, ∆pfiq  fi b 1  k
1
i b fi.
One now checks that the mapping φpkiq  Ki, φpeiq  K
1
i Ei, φpfiq  Fi extends to an isomorphism
of Hopf algebras φ : DrinkKpBpEq,BpF qq Ñ uεpgq. 
Corollary 4.10. Denote B  K–Modε and C  uεpnq–ModpBq. Then there is an equivalence of
monoidal categories between ZBpCq and uεpgq–Mod.
We can now apply Theorem 3.46 to the B-augmented monoidal category C  uεpnq–ModfdpBq.
Corollary 4.11. The monoidal categories uεpgq–Mod
fd and C B Cop are categorically Morita
equivalent. The latter category is equivalent as a monoidal category to uεpnq–Mod
fd–uεpnqpBq.
Definition 4.12. Denote by tεpgq the algebra generated by xi, ki, yi for i P I, subject to the relations
obtained from Eqs. (4.19)–(4.20) by replacing qi with εi, and the additional relations x
l
i  0, y
l
j  0
and Hopf algebra structure given using the same coproduct formulas as in Eq. (4.21).
Corollary 4.13. The monoidal categories C B Cop and tεpgq–Mod are equivalent.
Appendix A. Existence of Relative Tensor Products
Proof of Theorem 3.6. We prove the theorem in two steps. First, we show the existence of a k-linear
category V bC W, which is then completed under finite colimits to give V C W.
In the first step, we work in the 2-category of small k-linear categories Catk. That is, we do not
require the existence of finite colimits (or biproducts) at this stage. The 2-category Catk is cartesian
closed, with tensor product b and cocomplete (see [Wol74]) as it is the category of Vectk-categories.
We also require the existence of conical pseudo-colimits in Catk (see [Kel89, Section 5]). Indeed, it
was shown in [Str76] that such conical pseudo-colimits reduce to indexed colimits, and hence exist.
We fix some notation. Denote by D the 2-category described by
D :

1
l1
,,
m //
r1
22
2
l2 //
r2
// 3
	
,
l2r1  r2l1, χ : r2m

ùñ r2r1, ξ : l2m

ùñ l2l1.
2We use the coopposite Hopf algebra of the one appearing there.
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Given a right C-module V and a left C-module W , we can define a strict 2-functor Γ: D Ñ Catk by
the diagram
Γ :

V b C b C bW
l1bIdC b IdW
--
mIdV bb
C b IdW //
r1IdW b IdC b
11
V b C bW
l2bIdW //
r2IdW b
// V bW
	
,
Γpχq  χb IdW , Γpξq  IdV bξ.
where by slight abuse of notation, r1, l1, r2, l2 and m also denote their images under Γ.
In short, the relative tensor product V bC W of a right C-module V and a left C-module W can
be defined as the (conical) pseudo-colimit (see [Kel89, Eq. (5.7)]) over Γ in Catk which exists by
the above considerations.
We shall now spell out the data and universal properties involved in the definition of V bC W in
detail. Let D be a k-linear category and assume the existence of a diagram
V b C b C bW
F1
99
l1bIdC b IdW
--
mIdV bb
C b IdW //
r1IdW b IdC b
11
V b C bW
6>
ρl1
6>
ρm 6>
ρr1 F2
66
l2bIdW //
r2IdW b
// V bW
F3
##
8@
ρr2
8@
ρl2
D,(A.1)
i.e. there are natural isomorphisms
ρl1 : F1

ùñ F2l1, ρr1 : F1

ùñ F2r1, ρm : F1

ùñ F2m, ρl2 : F2

ùñ F3l2, ρr2 : F2

ùñ F3r2,
satisfying
pρr2 0 Idl1qρl1  pρl2 0 Idr1qρr1 ,(A.2)
F3pχb IdWqpρr2 0 Idmqρm  pρr2 0 Idr1qρr1 ,(A.3)
F3pIdV bξqpρl2 0 Idmqρm  pρl2 0 Idl1qρl1 .(A.4)
Note that the data of such a diagram is the same as a pseudo 2-natural transformation ∆I ùñ
FunkpΓpq,Dq, where ∆I is the constant 2-functor from the (opposite of) the 2-category D to
Catk, see [Kel89, Section 5]. (In the case of the simple diagram D, (A.2)–(A.4) are all coherences
for the morphisms of the form ρ.)
Together with modifications, the pseudo 2-natural transformations I ùñ FunkpΓpq,Dq form a
k-enriched category, which we denote by coConekpΓ,Dq. That is, coConekpΓ,Dq has diagrams of
the form (A.1) as objects. Given two such diagram, where in the second one the functors and natural
isomorphisms are equipped with a dash, e.g. F11, ρ
1
r1 , a morphisms in coConekpΓ,Dq consists of
natural transformations µi : Fi ùñ F
1
i, such that the following diagrams commute (for i  1, 2):
Fi
ρli +3
µi 
Fi 1li
µi 10li
F1i
ρ1li +3 F1i 1li,
Fi
ρri +3
µi 
Fi 1ri
µi 10ri
F1i
ρ1ri +3 F1i 1ri,
F1
ρm +3
µ1 
F2m
µ20m
F11
ρ1m +3 F12m.
(A.5)
The relative tensor product V bC W comes together with the data of a counit in the language
of [Kel89], i.e. a pseudo 2-natural transformation σ : ∆I ùñ FunkpGpq,V bC Wq. That is, there
exists a diagram as in (A.1) for D  VbCW , where we denote the appearing functors by Ψ1, Ψ2, and
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Ψ3; and the natural isomorphisms by σx, for x  r1, l1, r2, l2,m. Given a functor F: V bC W Ñ D,
the counit provides a diagram of the form (A.1). The universal property of V bC W now asserts
that this assignment gives an isomorphism of categories
coConekpΓ,Dq  FunkpV bC W,Dq.
Next, we claim that there is an equivalence of k-enriched categories
coConekpΓ,Dq  FunC -balk pV bW,Dq.
An object of coConekpΓ,Dq already comes with a functor F : F3 : V bW Ñ D, and a C-balancing
isomorphism can be defined using η : ρr2ρ
1
l2
. We need to verify the coherence diagram (3.16).
This follows from commutativity of the diagram
F3pppV  Cq Dq bW q
ρ1l2
0Idl1
F3ppV  pC b
C Dqq bW q
F3pξbIdqoo
ρ1l2
0Idm
F2ppV  Cq bD bW q
ρr20Idl1
ρ1l1
++
F2pV b pC b
C Dq bW q
ρ1m
ss
F3ppV  Cq b pD W qq
ρ1l2
0Idr1
F1pV b C bD bW q
ρr1ss
ρm
++
F2pV b C b pD W qq
ρr20Idr1
F2pV b pC b
C Dq bW q
ρr20Idm
F3pV b pC  pD W qqq F3pV b ppC b
C Dq W qq,
F3pIdbχq
oo
for objects V in V, W in W and C,D in C. Commutativity of the smaller, enclosed, diagrams
follows from Eqs. (A.2)–(A.4). This implies commutativity of the outer diagram, which implies Eq.
(3.16). A morphism µ in coConekpΓ,Dq clearly gives a natural transformation µ1 : F Ñ F1, which
commutes with the balancing as required in Eq. (3.18) using Eq. (A.5). Hence, we have constructed
a functor
Υ: coConekpΓ,Dq ÝÑ FunC -balk pV bW,Dq,
which is k-linear by construction.
Conversely, we want to construct a k-linear functor
Ω: FunC -balk pV bW,Dq ÝÑ coConekpΓ,Dq.
Assume given a C-balanced functor F with balancing isomorphism η, we define
F3  F, F2  Fpl2q, F3  Fppl2 0 Idl1ql1q,
ρl2  Id, ρr2  η, ρm  Fpξ
1 b Idq,
ρl1  Id, ρr1  η 0 Idl1 .
Equation (A.2) follows as it is an equality by definition, and Equation (A.3) follows from Equation
(3.16) for the balancing isomorphism η, while Equation (A.4) is just the invertibility condition of
FpξbIdq. Thus, we obtain an object in coConekpΓ,Dq. Next, giving a morphism φ : pF, ηq ñ pF1, η1q
of C-balanced functors, we define
µ1  φ, µ2  φ 0 Idl2 , µ3  φ 0 Idpl20Idql1 .
It is clear that the diagrams in (A.5) commute. For r1, l1, r2, l2 this follows from compatibility of η
and the identities with φ, while for m this follows from the compatibility of φ with the C-module
structure of V . This assignment is clearly k-linear and functorial, providing a functor Ω as required.
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Next, we show that Υ, Ω give an equivalence of categories. It is clear that ΥΩ  Id. We apply
ΩΥ to an object pF, ρq of coConekpΓ,Dq and denote the image by pF, ρq. Then we define an
isomorphism µ : pF, ρq Ñ pF, ρq by
µ1  pρl2 0 Idl1qρl1 , µ2  ρl2 , µ3  Id .
It is then readily verified that all diagrams in Eq. (A.5) commute, using that
F3  F3, F2  F3pl2q, F3  F3ppl2 0 Idl1ql1q, ρl1  Id,
ρl2  Id, ρr2  ρr2ρ
1
l2
, ρm  F3pξ
1 b Idq, ρr1  ρr2ρ
1
l2
0 Idl1 .
Note that the square involving ρm commutes by Eq. (A.4). As all µi are invertible, the claim
follows.
To this point, we have shown that V bC W exists in Catk. By [Kel05, Theorem 5.35] we can
consider the closure V bC W of V bC W under finite colimits (which form a small class of indexing
types). Then there is an equivalence of k-linear categories
FunkpV bC W,Dq  FunckpV bC W,Dq
which is induced by composition with the inclusion functor V bC W ãÑ V bC W. Hence, we denote
V C W  V bC W which is a category in Catck and claim that it satisfies the universal property
defining the relative tensor product of V and W over C as in Definition 3.5.
Indeed, since V W has finite coproducts, there exists a functor T: V W Ñ V C W such that
Tι  ιCT
1. Now, given a C-balanced functor F: V W Ñ D, we can restrict to a C-balanced functor
F1  Fι : V bW Ñ D which, under equivalence, corresponds to a functor G1 : V bC W Ñ D such
that F1  G1T1. Such a functor extends to a functor G: V C W Ñ D such that G1  GιC, and
hence F1  GιCT
1  GTι, and thus F  GT. This way, we obtain an equivalence
FunckpV C W,Dq  FunC -balk pV W,Dq
induced by the functor T. Since V C W is defined using two universal properties which satisfy
naturality, it is natural in both components V and W.
Note that given an equivalence, after choosing an inverse equivalence with the required natural
isomorphisms, these can be altered to obtain an adjoint equivalence [Mac71, Section IV.4]. 
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